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This bibliOgrephy is camprisod9of Ai:notations of selected research

°

articles and repoOss on topics relating to factors Which influence

teachers' perception' and fulfillment of their professional role,

Which hive appeired in the literature from 1968 to 1972. Itemmre-
,

luting ti) factors such'es organizational climute"Ourrioulus, job
4

satisfaction and, teacher aides are included. The entries are =Meted.

and are arranged MpOW:beticialy.bVsuttior in the lead,' of the
,

bibliography., Code letters idantifyi4the desc#04yreategories by
, I

which each item is claiSif

..
ied: these wri(ten entirely in empire re-

for to grade levels while those written in upper and lower case refer }

to topic sreas.i biting of items b7dpacriptor category follews the

annotations..
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, CODE MISES AND DESCRIPTOR CATEGORIES

Code Descriptor

PSL Tirol-School level
A .

EFL primary or elementary lelrel

'Tr' c junior high or high school level.
,

.

COL -I, college or un1.7sity 'level
,.

AIL adult education, trade or technical education

attitudes of teachers towardcatas a' result of-

curriculum, school practices, innovations
educational isquas, ev4luationl teaching and .

research
inservice education, special). training, study
.institutes

instructional resources,, newer educational
media

lracia issues, disadvantaged Uhildroi

Car characteristics,.background

Com

Job

Nem

Eel

Rip

v

comparati*: studies .

--lob satisfaction, job lop_, , working conditions

meMbership inteachOrst organisations, Unions

organisational structure, organisational climate

personality attributes or trate, creativity
P.

problems perceive&
.

relationships with pr i\Oci and other
personnel
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1. Adams, R.S. Teachers and Their Social Relationships. Paper
read at American Educational Research AssocUtion.
Ann Ual Convention, 1969. )11) -028.190

A study examined (1) how teacheris in England., Australia, New
Zealand, and' the.11nited States think others expect them to behave\
and (2) the amount of divergence existing between these ex-
pectations and the teacher's own attitudes. A 'teacher-question-
naire listed 3,0 teacher activities (derived4rom an intervimk,
phase of the study) representing behavior that the teachers tftt-.
selves thought to be important in their social relations: attend-
ing PTA meetings regularly,t accepting nonprofessional duties
willingly, maintaining orderliness and quietnexe in the classroom,'
encoapassing a broad range of educational vials, using corporal
punistment, using free' period! only for professional matters
adhering *strictly to a prescribed -curriculum, giving voice pnb-
11,1y on coat versisll topics, having an occasional drink atli
local .4.2....1) or 12 2 preparing pupils to "get ahead" is life. Re-
spondents indica d their level of approval of each item, and then
indicated the degree of approval "perceiwed" in each of the four
"significant other" groups (other teachers, principals, educational
Officials, and parents). Rtonees were converted to scale scores
on a five-point scale and me responses calculated by country.
Findings are presented in graph fora, and conclusions are listed
for each' item and for the total stud:. (sac abstract)
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2. Anderson', D.D. Personality attributes o teachers in organise-
. tional climates. Journal of Educational Research, 19691

441-443.

ose.,To asce wheitherpersonality patterns of elementary
se oo teachers in a odls possessing °Pen Organisational Climatis
differed from those of teaphers# echoole with Olosed'Orgailiva
tionalClikates.

Procedure. The Organisational Climate Description.Questionnaire
(Halpin. c Croft) *vended to establish tth character of the schools.
The Edwards Teraona PreferenceSchedule was used.t6 obtain the
personality patterns of 71 teaefiers in nopenP schools and 55
teachero in.oclosedP.schools. Ritawereanmlysed through the use
of the generalised P -teat and the t-test.

Results. An measured bithe.EPPS, personality ?attributes of
TiiERfp in schools possessivo,open organisational climetes are
not significantly different frqs thoei of teachers in scheoleeth
olosedorganidational climates.' Teachers in open climate achoole
038085 sigiificantly (p <.05) less intraception and abaliement
than the other groin
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Anttonen; R.G., and Deigha*,
And Student Arithmetic
l'aper read at American
Annual Meeting, 1971.

11; An Riploration Int'o Teacher
Attitude at Grades 3, 5, and 6: d

RaucatIonel Research Association
ED 047 983

oso. To Compare students, attituded toward arithmetic with
achers attitudes toward arithmetic.

Procedure. Subjects were 1022 students and39 teachers.of grades
-3, 5, and 6 from one school district in Cleveland, Ohio. The dis-
trict is middle-class lith an average famili income of $12,000 per
year The students a4 25 of the teachers were given a 28-item
arithaeti6 attitude, :scale developed by Dro Cyril J.' Hoyt (Anttonen,
1967). A 3x3x2 crossed analysis of 'varianqe was used. The in- ,

. dependent, variables were: teacher- attitude (high, low middle);
grade level (3; 5, and 6); and sex of sttident. TheJdependent
'variable was the mean classroom %attitude score calculated separately

cl,for each eax.
1,-, 1- --.-

Results. , Any interaction involving teachers' opinions failed to
r(-7+EZE-Titatisticol, significance. There a significant differ-.

1 .epee at the .01 level between the °thre grade levels -with a de--r
crease in affirmative attitudes toward arithmetic at higher grade
levels. \I

\
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A?gelberd, F.J. Attitudes of elementaily school teachers toward- , N
counseling and guidance-in the elementary sChools. 0

Journifof Experimental' Education, 1969, 31(3), 1-4.

ec,. '' )..
-.. , . . ..

Purpose. To. investigate the attitudes of elementary schonl,teaChers.
,/ toward counseling.ardgUidanne.

,
.

tiocedure.. The subjacts :were 388 elementary.school,teachera. Seven
iTIRFEfiFy schools with at least a two-r4r guidance program and
two control schools lip -guidance or counseling program) 'Were tided..
The schools were located in three urban counties' and one rural-,
county. Each toaster rebeivedrigglified versions of the' Scale of At-
"titudes (Barker, 1966) and the S4ale on Attitudes Tolard Counseling 6,
(Form, 2955). ,

Results. Findings indicate that teaohima Aschools with guidance
programs have more, favorablesattitudes to ard counseling.
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. Hardwell; LW. Differences in Perception of Citizens and
Teachez),1 About Educational Issues. (Ph.D. thesis,
University of Wisconsin) 1960. ID .019 582

`t4
,

All professional teaching personnel and a-random :sample of ditizem13:
from an eastern Wiscdnsin suburb and a northwestern Wisconsin tural. 4

# commtmity were surveyed by an 88-item 9pinibn questionnaire to com-
pare the perceptions of Aeaohers and citizens in regard to problems
and issues of educational, vias pointl. the task of the school, and
differential compensation for teachers.. There were no significant
differences in overall petceptions of these pioblems and issues
between the groups of teachers in the two caemmmities: the four
groups of teachers and citisens-did not show a significant degree
of coneistercein petReiving problems of educational -viewpoint. Only
in.t,he suburban comeinity did citizens end teachers differ siinirficantly as. ta the task of the school.' Although neither' citizens
for teachers favored differential teacher salaries, not differed
gieatljr in.perceptions a the teaching process, 'the two. groups dif-
fered significantly in percept-V:03s of general sltlary problems.
(ERT0 absttact).,
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6. :Barlow,. ILL., and Reinhart, B. Profiles of Trade and Technical
Teachers Sutary Reportt 1967, Los Angeles: ilniversity

- of Caitiorniai 19. 16,014 309

The population or this study Was limited to ,trade and technical
teachers in California who held fun-tine credintials and who were
not engaged priwily in administration or supervision. Tables,.

*charts, and graptillpresent information concerning the pubjecte .

taught, age, sex, marital statue, Pipe of school, credentials and
education (both current and planned, earnings, atatus-, organisation-
al affiliations,. and distribution by counties. A Comprehonsiire re:
port, presenting details in each of then areas, is in preparation.
Ono abstract).
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7. 13enell, F.B. Frequency of misCosiceptions4arti reluc

teach Controversial topics related to sex alio
Research Quarterly of the MOM" 1969, 140(1),

o

is to
teachers.

ZPL
JEL
lop
Car

Purpose. To investigate the frequency and kind of misconceptions
about sex that certain teachera have as related to their age, sex, 1.and grade level.

Procedur . The sub jects were 543 teachers from northern California
''wfio taught-kindergarten through 12th grade. Each responded to 135
true-base statements which .indicated their 'social and biological
attitudes toward sax.

. ,Results. Statiaticai analysis of the *data indicates that teachers 1/4

WiTvlicTre misconceptions about the social and psychological areathan about the biological area on aex-related topics, and elementary
teacliers have more misconceptions thau;secondary teachers. Those
teachers with the fewest misconceptions indicated that they were
more amenable to teaching controversial sex-related topics whilethose with the greatest number of misconceptions indicated the leastwillingness to teach such topics.
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8. Berben, B.A. A Survey of Attitudes of Elementary Educators
Concerning Element ar/ Counseling. Oshkosh: Wisconsin
ilniversity, 1968. ED 02b 6514

This papei prisenta a survey of attitudes held by elementary
cators concerning -count-sling in the elementary schools. A que tion-
naire was completed by. 200 elementary educators in five Wieco in

cities. Participants ranged from'special.instructors, thro
kindergarten, primary, and intermediate..grade teachers, and p n
cipals. Some 914% believed elementary counseling is needed, th
more males feeling so than females, and more such feeling amo
newer educators than among career educators. No statistic
significant differencetrwere, found between ihe views of sub pups,

either in the belief counseling is needed, or the eaten to
which such programs should be carried out. (ERIC abstract)
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9., Besse, F. Professional characteristics and attitudes of
teachers: sex, race and teaching area. differences. Urban
Education, 1970, 5 (3), 268.286.

se. To determine if corthin WWI; and attitudes concerning
eriorit)rof inner -city teachers were valid; and to deter-

mitelibether the belief that teachars move out of-blaCk area
schools as soon as possible was tactualiT supported.

o'
Procedure. A complete 'list of teachers in a large.metropolitan
school 4strict vas obtained. pex, rage, and present teaching
situation (black or non -black area) were determined, slight groups
were generirbed from this information: male, Negro, black area;
female, Caucasian, black area, etc. From each group 15 teachers'
were$selected randomly for inclusion in the study. Theme teachers
were sent a questionnaire, half of which was devoted to.demographic
items and half to educational questions amp as certificatiOn
status, length of tenure, desire to became-a principal, etc.

Reaults. On the basis of the data collected, it would appear that
"Niaachars are not less qualified, nor are black area teachers.
Female teachems'are not less qualified. The belief that there is
sexual bias against women appears to be valid. in relation to job
satisfactions a large number of teachers have aeriouely`Considered
looking the classroom; Negro teachers are more interested in ad.
ministrationAnd, policy-making than are Caucasians; males and
Caucasians more often thought of leSving the educational,establish-
ment altogether.

Comment. Purely descriptive statistics; no analysis of data.

L
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10. Bishop, W.C. Successful teachers of the gifted. Exceptional.
1966 34(5),,317-325.

Purpose. To determine the personal qualities of those teachers
perceived as successful by gifted high school studentS.

Procedure. One hundred, and eighty-one high school student6, who
,IWilik7151im to participate in tho.Ooverpor's-Botors Program for
gifted students in Georgia, completed questionnaires wherein itriey

listed their high,school teachers who, in their judgment, were the
most successful teachers *ron the' Bats of.teachers submitted,
-threergroUps-sere chosen for study; One grou0-included 109
teachers selected by. or more Students as his

who
successful"

teacher. Anotherlmoup cOnsisted of 97 teachlet who had formerly
taught inthiObvernor!s Program but who had t been selected.
The Oird'grOup.adcluded30.teachers'who were selected for inten-
sive stUdy.!hi0 included an interview. the, verbal.sectiOn of the
NreChaer-AdUltliitelligence ScalejWAIS)iildwards Personal Pre-''
ferenoe Scale (WPPS),'-and. an: eakination'of college trafitcripti.

4

MIL
par
Per

Every teachez:einthe study completed a copy o?theleachei Ohara
teriatics Schedule (Ted) constructed-by-Ryan 49601. This. ache
is a 136-itet inventory which estimates teacher behavior, attit
verbal ability, etc.tfrom responses to multiple choicei.teiste
lating to preferender., judgments activities, personal backge
_atm.

Results.' Teadhers who were identif brtheNstudents as be
;Minis did.not differ from teach s not.ho identified in terns
of six,. marital status, undergrid0a background,, level of odncation
course Work; preparation or extentio association with professional
organisations, Findings indicate'.t e following in regard to identi-.
ied-teachers.:

1 n (1) These\teachers obtainedlin Q score placing them in the
upper 3 percent of the g ral'population and Significantly
higher than that of the olleagues.

(2) Theywere more nintellecittuar in nature.
(3) They had high aepievement needs.

.
(4) They bdeame. teachers bileanse

,
of their desire for intel-

,

lectuAl growth. /-

(5) They were more student priented,A..e.,.sere more sensitive
to the students' personal needs, interests,motives, etc.'

(6) They hail greater interest in student classroom participa-
tion and opinion.

10
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Bishop, W,O.

z_f\
(7) they were more systematic and businesslike in their class.

room' approach.
(8) Thr stinulted their- itudontar to want to learn, study and .

independently rather than-just acctusilate bits of
data.

(9) Thy had significantly expressed. a definite desire to teach
the exceptionally gifted child.

Consent. Theis conclusions imply that special consideration should
Silaren'to the selbotion of teachers for the gifted. Such teachers
should possess those qualities whickare ooson to the gifted group,
and should also have a _special interest in working with :these stn.

4.4
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11: Bledsoe, J. Personality characteristicerand teaching per-
formance of beginning teachers es related to certifi-cation status. Journal of Research andLe elopnent is
Education, 1968,

.

Purpose. The second part of this study compared first-year teache
certificates) with first -year teachers (provisional 1"certificates)` in six -areas: peiformalabe as perceived by pupils;

overt classroom behavioi of teachers as perceived by trained ob-
servers; personal and prOfessioal characteristics; role expect-
ancies; and-self-concepts. The hypothesis was.that no significant

11 differences would appear .among responses- on several self-report
inventories, pupil evaluationsoof teacher characteristics, i apraise's of trained observers... This study. is part of the Oa
Teacher Education'Research Project.

Procedure. The-ample consisted of five groups of randomly.se-
lested provisionally (11.420) and professionally (N0250) certified
teachers in the areas of science, social science, English, and
mathematics at the secondary level and teachers.of elemental,. .grades.

EFL

Car
Per

Instandients, relevant to teacher behavior were: Teacher Practices
Questionnaire (TPQ), The Teacher Characteristics Schedule (TdS),
Pupil-Observation Report and the Claw:rpm Observation Record.'
Pupils in a sra,ndasly selected class responded, to the 387item Zupil
Observation Report which `generated five factors yielding five scoresfor each of 470 teachers atained'from approximately 12,000 pupils.
Results. The pupils as a whole perceived the beginning teachers
.vernivorably. The moat admired behavior dimension was "Know-.
ledgeable, Poised," a factor relatedto cognitive abilities andsldlls. The certification variable yielded no significant dif-ferences.

The only significant difference oil the TPQ scales was that pro-
fessiorsal teachers perceived the role ist-Teaeher-as-Connselor assore appropriate. Significant differences were obtained on:four
of the ten TCS. dimensions. Professional teachers viewed them-
selves as more understanding and friendly, -.and had more favorable"---
opinions of pupils, .democratic:practices, and administrators.

1
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Bledsoe,
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c 0 /

Resets of the Clam Observation Record indicated that piio .
fassicnal teachers Vera seen'br the observers to be acre rev°
:and businesslike, and re skillful is the use of teaching stadia-
materials and methods Significant di.ffireness as ob
nniforialifaSorini4
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12. Bledsae,' J. et al. C arison Be
and Performancs o
tified Teachers in

org 7,)

wean Selected Ghat
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Goor . Final
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Cor-1

This study competrei selected personality characteristics and teach-
ing perferaanceslof professional teachers (with specified education
courses) and prarilional teachers. (without the education sequence)
in Geo a. The study consistel,of two parts (1) a longitadinal
study whi h followed a 1 4-65 Georgia beginning teacher popt4rition
for three years, amt (2) intensive study which compared charac-
teristics and perforiaance of ,samples of beginning teachers. Part
II tested the hypotheeis t professional teachers do not differ
from prcvi ional teachers in selected criteria. A conceptual model
was proposed that professi nal teachers diffeied fre Rrovieiorsql
teacherd very'auch on achoice vocation" Victors, (2) some--

, whitt less on utenoher preparation _priiggama perceptions, (3) very
34ittle on reactions to first- year teladhist.i experiences, and (1) verY
Inch on atitture planed opinions. The model: was Confiriked in both
longitudinal and intensive studies. /n Part II, the main 'variables,
were found to be teacher sex, certificate status, teaching field,
evir.place of training. Professional teachers were rated by'trained
observers as more systematic-responsible, more skilled in the use
of' teaching media, *ore competent in nonspecific teaching behavior,
and generally more covets*. Implications Do practices and research
51re also discussed. (MC abstract)`
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13. Brantner, S.T, Trade and Technical, Te charts 4) intone on .°

Inservice uca on. U vers y ar ; ennsy State
University, 1900 ED 016 044

AEL
Ain

Three hypotheses concerning the inservice edu tion activities of ,

technical and industrial teachers and superviso s in prOfessional
and subject matter areas were tested (1) tee cal and industrial,
teacbers-ftparticipate in inserviee education, 2) individual
experiences and characteristics do not influence the teacher's
ppinipn of such education, and (3) teachers and s rvisors believe
that more subject natter inservice education is n ceasary. A list
containing 22 professional.inservice activities ... 22 -subject
matter activities was checked by 91 administrators and 285 teachers
as to their past participation and.willingness to 'ticipate.
Some conelisions were (1) Teachers participated as much pro-4
fessiona'as subject matter inservica,edication, (2) experience
and preparation had more effect on -Weir preferenc in profession-,
al inservice education thawin subject matter ce education. ,

The recommendations. were (1) inservice education etivities'in
both, professional and subject natter categories sh d be increased,'
(2) teachereshould be involved in chooding, pl

4
, and exe-

.outing their inservicweducation activities, and (;) planners of
inservice ekcation should be cognizant of the per onal experiences
of teachers and theit affect on the program. (EB1 abstract) a
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F.B. Peraonalitj 'Characteristics
Universit Facult : lications for
d a ege. /037- on, 1.

Junior Colleges, 1968. ED 026'048

Viewing the community college as oriented toward Teaching zither
than research, the author reviewed material tha ould (11,assist,
in the selection and placement of junior college faculty and (2)
help peoplp involved in the junior college movement to better know
what they, themselves and the movement are about. The monograph
consists of (1) a review of personality theory and 4seessment, (2)
reports of teacher personality, (3) classifications : of
webers on the bases of psychological and sogological theorise
(4)attypology of junior college teaciers, '($).'potentiallyusefh,
research, (5). facet/. selectiolv (7) teacher training, (8) in-
noiative ainenability, (9) tao,ulty roles arm (10) teacher-student
relationships. Twentirecommendationi included: (1)*college and
community should jointlydefine institutional goals, (2) adminis-
tratora and facetyshOilld understand every persona uniquenese'and
know himself as well, (3) professoiS of higher education should',
emphasise problems of the coimunity college, adopt an inquiring
mind, and encourage doctoral candidates to evaluate both organi-
sation and self, (4) doctoral students preparing for junior college
work or research on personality assessment, occupational roles, or
higher education should ptilise systematic designs where se of
identifiable conditions relating to learning are specified. The
author concludes that, if the caimumity college is to grow dynami-
cally and with direction, it must know the people within it and our
search must continue to help thee. (ERIC.abstract)
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Brewer, R.J. and Brewer 4., -1149.4.ve importance of ten qialitiesf for college teaching dege d by pair comparisons.;
Journal of Educational Rese ch, 1970, 63, 2143-246. 1

--.

se. This research attempted to obtain rankings and indices
relative importance of selected teacher qualitie, (1) of

teachers-in general and (2) of Jpecific teachers the students
look upon art superior. v3

Procedure' 1.. Ten qualities were chosen to represent a wide range
o qu es and rank positions. The 45 Possible Pairings were ar-
ranged,in a nine-page booklet.t The rating teak was presented as
a standard pair comparison procedure... Ratings were made by 627
addwestern imiversity undergraduates. Subjects game data indicating
year in school, GPA,, major. field, 'and career plans. Bqual-interval
scale values. *ere assessed for university subgroups and a 10x10
matrix was constructed f& each subgroup. Inspection of matrices
revealed a high degree of internal consistency of trait rankings.
Iiinear transformations of scale values for each subgroup revealed
striking similarities and almost no Inconmiatencies in rank order.

.. Thus students, at different schools and with different leviam of ex-
perience are homogeneous in evaluation of:teacher qualities.

Results 1. In view of the discrepant rankinA, of, the research so-
coment trait assigned. by students in the first phase of the
study, and the expected high rankings of this trait by faculty
and administration, modified questionnaires were given to the latter
group 04250. Correlation between facility and student ratings wall
.914--reflecting general'consensus on trait ordering (especially
the four most and three least important traits) though slight dif-
ferences were noted.

Procedure 2. Since abstraot, "ideal type" ratings sty differ from
thostf, a good teacher in a real classroom Situation, a phase
of this researchlwas depignecl to assess students! perceptiona of
actual college teachers. .

Ratings were made by 120 university students on the same previous
questionnaire of a specific college teacher that the student con-
sidered totbe "good".

Re is 2. Correlation between theJtwo sets of ratings was .88,
cat that 'r ordering- of traits was ,not very different a..

,.crops the-two rat tasks. Scale intervals for real teacher

3.7



Brewer,-11 ;Ind Brewer M.

:,,,,

, `--,

ratings were much smaller than,those tor ideal teacher:ratings
indteating that actual teacher tqualities were leis differentially
perceived than idea teacher qualities.

Discussion centers on.implications otweaults for effective .. A
college teaching and teaaher promotiOn. Investigation of quality .I.
ditterenche is esuggested. Limitations or the research method' are
not noted.

9
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16. Bridges E.M. Preferences of Prinoijoals for Instrumental and

1 EzPressive Characteristics oZ %schen, Related`to System
Paper read at American Educational Research As- ''aeration Nesting, 1968. ED 016.855

Elementary school principals prefer teachers -with expressive cllar-
Acteristics. This was the major result stemming from tests of two
hypothedes (1) elementary principals in working class (Type W)
school systoles in contrast to principals from middle" class (Type M)
systems, will :indicate a higher probability of succeee'in their
school systems for teachers with instrumental characteristics than
for teachers with expreasive characteristics, and (2) elementary
principals in Type N school .systems, in contrast to principals from
Type W systems, will indicate a higher probability of success in

\ their school Systems for teachers with expressive characteristics
than for teachers with instrumental characteristics. Twelve school
systems (six Type W and six Type N) in the St. Louis metropolitan
area were selected for study. Student teacher evaluation forms
were constructed and sent to 72 elementary school principals in
these systems. Fifty-six usable replies were returned, 29 from,
rype.N and 27 from Type W. A three-way analysis of variance was
performed with the "probability of success!, rating assigned-by
principals to each teacher as the dependent variable. and "system
type", utiacher type," and "level taught', as the_ independent
variables. The results indicated that the two hypotheses did not
hold, but 'that both types of systems clearly expressed a higher pro-
bability of success for teachers of the expressive type than for
instrumental types, (ERIC abstract)
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17. Driller .0. Organisational Structure; Teaoher Personality
Characteristics and %dr Relationsbip to Organisational
Climate. final trt. California: Claremont Graduate
Schools 1970. ED 0 510

Purpose. To investigate (1) the interaction between properbies.'of..-

organisational structure and certain personality traits of organi.
sational members, and (2) how this interaction relates to the or-
ganisational. climate of elementary schools.

Procedure. Sobjectei were 296: southern California teachers. They
responded to the Organisational Climate Description Questionnaire
(Halpin & Croft); the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire; and
the Structural ProPerties Questionnaire (specifically designed to
measure degree of formalisation, centralisation, °complexity and
stratification). The latter consisted of 63 items with four cate-
gories of 'response

Results.- The findings; supported the concept that teachers' per-
TAME of the structural properties of school organisations, in
interaction with certain persona/ity charaoteristics of the
teachers, is related to their-perception of organisational climate..

20'
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18.4Brinkale icier,,: Q.A. at al. Inside the Organisation Teacher.-
. The Relationship Between Aplected. Cha.raetpristics of
. Teachers and Their liembersh.{. in sachet's :animations..

so a. Alice o.: sear
of Twin Cities, 1967. ED 015 542

*pion ounc

The first phase of a coordinated three-dimensional study of teacher
characteriabics investigated platform differences between the
state's two main teachers' organizations and the knowledge, opinions,
and attitudes of teachers on 11 issues over which the Education
Association and Federation of Teachpre, affiliates were in conflict.
The second stud,y examined the relationship between teacher person-
ality factors tad teacher organization mosberahip. The third study
examined relationships between the organisational climate of a
school and teacher organisational membership and activity` patterns.
Response data were 'analysed from a return of 1,262 questionnaires

(90.51 of 1,1426 total), representing an 11 percent stratified
random sample of public school teachers in the seven county Twin
Cities area--1417 teachers from 21 elementary schools, 320 from
seven junior high schools, 448 from nine large secondary schools,
and 2141 from eight mall secondary schbols. The vast majority of
meiblers of teachers' organizations were found to agree with their
organisation's position on controversial issues. While distinctive
personality characteristic patterns were found among members of the
two organizations, teacher organization membership was found to be
'unrelated to the organizational climate of a school. An intim:Pre-
tive outline summarises 38 findings, with implications to help
teachers, leaders, and administrators visualize their environments.
(PRIC abstract)
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19. Brbwn, H.D. An Investi ation of 'Attitudes and Opinions Hold

by Teachers o ocatio. c ure .rte a

tratora Regarding Selected eae of the Vocational
4gricnitura Program. OLD. thee!, Oklahoma State
Dniveraity) 19455. ED 022 675

Data were collected with a mailed queitionnaire determine dif-.

forencee of opinion and attitudes of vocational griculture between
teachers and their administiators regarding ,,sel cted aspects of

vocational agriculture. Teachers were more po tive in belief of

the need for adult and young farmer education. Both teachers and
administrators indicated a need for revisions in the Future Tamara
of America (FFA) organissition. Teachers were more concerned with
aspects which affected them personally, while achainiettatore had
more diversified concerns. Teachers and administrators agreed on
the desirability of curriculum expansion into training for off-
farm agricultural occupations. Teachers did not -wish to share
'facilitiee and equipment with other vocational teachers. Both
groups belitived,that Bilperriaed farming programs must be modified.
It was concluded that (1) a highly coordinated progrma did not ex-
jet, (2) teachers were sensitive to criticism (3) both groups were
convinced of the value of PEA, (4). teachers would continue to lead
in adult and young farmer education, and (5) administrators were
more receptive to change than teathers.) (MC abstract)
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20., Burge, G. A:Sum/ of Training, Ass
of English Teachers in Iowa Pub3.

0 ben Moines: Iowa State Department
1967.. ED 015 176
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tat and Attitudes
Schools'. Grades 9 - 12.

of Public Instruction,

4

Through a recent questionnaire 59rvey of all 101/4 teachers assigned
at least one English class in Grades '9 - 12, comprehensive in
formation was collected on teacher training, **migmatite, and at-
titudes'. Results showed that approxLmatelytsro-thirds of the
secondary English teachers were *amen, that all teachers bad bache-
lor is degrees, and that 60 percent had majored in English, 22 per.
cent in related fields, and 18 percent in Mrela,ted areas. Ap-
proXimately half 'of the teachers of English had multiple assign-
ments, whereas the remainder taught only one grads() level..or one
type of course. The majority of English teachers had teaching loads
of not more than four or five classes and 125 Students, but heavier
loads were not uncommon. Such innodations as team teaching, class-
room book collections, and programed materials were frequently being
employed, and homogeneous grouping was reported by 35 percent of
the telachers.. Only approximately One-third of Iowa's English teachers
were purse* a graduate major 'in English, but 54 percent were se-
lecting college courses to help them improve .their teaching, par-,
ticularly in English language an& ccmposition. Although teachera'.
found professional journals very helpful, only one-third belonged to
English professional organisations and only 52 percent had attended
an English professional meeting in the three' years before the survey.
(ERIC abstract)
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21. Burton, Teacher attitudes on consumer ioisues. belts Pi
Epsilon Journal2,1971, 13 (14), 37440. .

Purpose. To determine whether any differences existed along busi-
ness education, social studies, and home economics teachers in their
attitudee toward consumer issues; and to discover whether differ-
ences existed among these grtoupe in their gapprainal of the educa
tional relevance of these issues:

Procedure. One hundred end twenty-one ,,(121) business education ,

temardts, 134 social studiee, teachers and 45 home economics teach-
ers from the public high schools of Connecticut were selected by
a systematic sampling technique. They were sent a Conswier Tame
Questionnaire, comprised of 148 items presenting consumer attitudes,

nAdverbising too often ;substitutes the image. of a product for
pertinent facts ,about The teachers were asked to ;Plicate
their degree of agreement or disagreement with each item and to

.) rate how important they felt it was for a high school student to be-. "
wile knowledgeable on the'seue.
Results. Analysis of the results indicated that hose economics,
575Erestudies

s
and business e education teachers tended to respbnd

in a *annexe siio,ilar to that of a consumer advocate end that all
groups would tend to transmit ccnsumeriem attitudes to. their.

'students. .

r
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. Butts, D.P., and ]sun, C.R. A St in Teacher Attitude
e. Au in: Science uca on en ,ot Texas

versity, 1967. ED 021 806

ose. To determine (1) what factors contribute to the greatest
a u. change in teachers and (2) if there -factors are 're-
.fated to the teacher's iknowledge of science, previous teaching ex-
periences and perteAion of relevance of the program to the grade
level taught or to the scipaol location.

'

Procedure. The subjects Were 6o teak:lore from tInt Austin Indepen-
dent School District and ven*adjoining school distriets. Al]. the
teachers were involved in same curriculum program-Science
A Process Approach. The is Differential, was used ilsur e

t eacher:0- attitudes. -The st was composed Of 12 Items for which
the subject was to select one of a seven-point scale between polar
parts. This was administered before the teachers participated in
the program and again after completion of the program. Kultilinear
regression was used yielding 36 criterion variables.'

Results: The data indicate that there was no significant relation-
iart-Wtween the school location and attitude change.. Teachers'
attitudes seem to change when they are ina teacher education pro-
gram to increase their competence. A was oleo indicated that
grade level is a relevant contributor to a positive change in at-
titude of primary level teachers but not relevant for, those at the

'intermediate level. Those subje'ets tbput a previous background
in science developed a more positive attitude toward both science
and teaching.

p.
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' 23:- Butts, D.P., and Raw, CA. A -study of teacher change.
Science Education, 1969, 53(1)9 3-8.

Puro,:xt, This study concerns a teacher education program developed
for curriculum innovation known tta Science-4, Process Approach.,
The study sought to determine: (1) the influence of four factors
(knowledge in subject natter area previous preparation in subject
matter areas-teacher experience with expecting and handling student
responses, and relevance of teacher education program 'to the grade
level taught) upon teachers' perceptions of the curriculum in-
novation; and (2) the type of teacher whose perception of the in-
novation and practice of the innovation would show the ,greatest
change as a result of the teacher education program.

Procedure. Nineteen teachers, with a mean of ,11.2 years of ex-
penance and a mean of 13.6 semester hours of previous science 'pre-
paration, participated in the teacher education program of the
Science Inservice Project. The approach used involved the teachers
in activities using, the same teaching model the teachers were ex-
pected to use in their claaaroces. Biographical information
(predictor varilbles) was secured for all subjects. Teachers were
observed four gates for 20-minnte classroom sessions before, during
(twice), ana after the program using the Classroom Observation
Rating Form (criterion variable of practice), Pre- and post-progran
:teat batteries included a form of the Semantic Differential (cri-
terion variable of perception) and the Teacher Process Measure
(predietion variables of knowledge). '.

Results, All data obtained were intercorrelated. Analysis revealed
ilWrimicant correlations between: (1) a teacher's knowledge of 3,
science and the change in perception toward. the way the people a

community view Science--A procese Approach; (2) knowledge of
science with the teapherle perception of the ifactivity,' of teething
(negative); (3) course hours completed in science with a teacher's
perception of the impact of the innovation (negative); and (4)
teacher's perpeption of the innovation and length of previous teach-
ing experience. The study appears*to' suggest that a teadhr educe-
tion program can be expected to produce the greatest change in per-
ception of the innovation with a teacher who has .a camber of years
of teaching experience but who has few hours of previous science
courses. There is no evidence that course hours in science, years
of teaching -experience, or grade level.taught have a relationship
to the ,strategies for .classroom practices in.teaching poiance.
This may suggest that classroom practices as employed in the ap-r\ ,
proach of a curriculum innovation are indeed innovative.

26
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24., California Teachers', Reactions to Certification, and Pre-
Service Courses. plementbry Research-Report Ember
51i. 'Burlingame:- G

N
fornia teachers Association

Npartment of Roswell, 1966. ED 024 632

In 1966, the Research Department of the California Teacheis As-
sociation sent a questionnaire to .a stratified random ample of-
California teaehers,0 Of 2,400 questionnapes distributed, there
were 2,061 (85..9 percent) usable returns. The questionnaire asked
about the, professional status of the teacher and his professional
judgments regarding teacher education and certification. In,
general, the teachers surveyed appeared to faver)the status quo
in certification (four years of preparation for beginning ele-
mentary teachers, five years for high school teachers, and con-
tinuation of direbt applications to the state department of edu-
cation for issuance of credentials); the one change favored was
to credential junior college teachers .on the basis of the masterls
degree only. Most -hauliers indicated that preservice courses
contributed to professidnal developraent. Courses in subject matt-
ter related to teaching majors were strongly faTered, while courses
in subject matter related to teaching minors were leis strongly
favored. Methods courses received relatively favorable reactions.
A-low position was accorded, to courses in educational philosophy. --
There appeared to be an alsost complete separation of elementary
and secondary teachers in their overall attitudes, while re-
sponses of high schooIand junior college teachers were
(ERIC abstract)
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2 Carlton, P.W. The 'Attitudes of, Certificated Instructional
Rem

Personnel Toward Professional Negotiation and tiSanctionsil

Eugene.. 'Oregon University, 1967. ID 014.501

Based on a 71 percent response from a'selected !sample of North
Carolina principals and teachers (345 male principals, 11? female
principals, 399 male teachers, and 388 female teachers), a study
was lade of educators' attitudes towar4'three components of col-
lective action--collective negotiation, sanctions, and strikes.
Likert-type scales were developed to measure attitudinal sets of
the four groups of educators to each of the three components.,
Statistical analyses, primarily by two-way analysis of variance and
Pearson Prochmt-Ncaent-correlation,` confirmed the study's two major
hypotheses--(1) male educators are more 'favorably inclined than fe-
male educators toward collective teacher action, including nego-
tiations, sanctions, andA strikes, and (2) classroom teachers are
more favorably inclined than principala toward teacher collective-
action, including collective negotiations, sanctions, and strikes..
Related- factors analyzed included the period of educator's repi-
dence in the state, educational level, type of school unit in which
employed, size of town, length experience, level at which es-

, ployed, and level of certificati . Analysis indicated a signifi-
cantly positive relationship beta -en collective negotiations and
the philosophical orientation of e. cators on a progressivism-
traditionalism continuum bgt only 1 correlations of philoso-
phical orientation with sanctions strikes. (ERIC abstract)
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26. Carter Selected Characteristice of Bp ng Science
and Mathematics 'teachers in Georgia. A hens; Oeorg3.a
thliveraityp, 1967. Eb 025 425

is

One hundred fifty-seven first ytar science and mathenatics teachers
were randomly selected frock the ,populatien of beginning teachers,
in Georgia for the school years 1965.66 and 1966-67. Inatrumente
used for data collection were the Classroom Observation Record (CORY,
Pupil, Observation Survey (POSE), Bills Index of Adjustment, and
Values (ILV), TER? A.ttitude#Scale, Ryan& Teacher Characteristics
Sohsclule (MS), The Teacher Practices _Questionnaire (TPQ), and the
Georgia Study of Beginning Teachers Questionnaire. Male teachers
scored signifieantly higher in strict control and emotional sta.
bility than female teachers. Females scored significantly higher
on the responsible, busineislike factor and the stimulating,
imaginative factor. In general, female teachers considered teaching
earlier, as a career, teaching was more often their first choice
for a vocation, and they were more satisfied with their preparation
than their male counterparts. f' Comparisons were also made between
science and mathematics teachers and are reported in the study.
(ERIC abstract)
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27. barter, T.P. et at Value Sys-terns of Teachers and Their Per-
caepption of Self, and of Mexican-Americans Ne o and Anklo

dren. Symposium ion Applications of P °logical
Principles to tile Classr000t paper ..read a Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association Annual Convention, 196.
ED 037 507

we. The purpose of 'this- study was to determine if teachers
o project their values -onto their perceptions of students.

Procedure. The subjects were 81 teachers enrolled in a six-week
in-service training seminar in race relations.

Each received seven scales-of 0egoodts Semantic Differentiil (1957).

Results. The data indicate that teachers' perceptions of children
are. similar to how the teacher imagines acid perceives him or bor-
eal!.



28. Cleye, C.M. Barriers to ,effective .teaching. Journal of
Negro.Education, 1968, 3 ?( ?), 1146-152.

°Se, To investigate: 1Ywhat individual teachers conaider.the
ea st barrier to the fulfillment of their teaching potential

and 2).,what teachers think-needs to be done to remove this barrier.

Procedure. The subJecte were inservice teachers known to the
graduate class in supervision at Texas Southern University during
the spring semester of 1964-1965.

The teachers received questionnaires allowing them to describe or
indicate the most barrier, circumstance or condition which
prevented them from teaching at their best. They were also asked
to 'describe what could be ,done to remedy the situation. Information
required included teathers' sex, grads level atwhich they were
teaching, and their teachrg experience. The questionnaires were
anonymous.

Pla
MIL
Pro

Results. 'Findings list the ten barriers most frequently mentioned
by mate and female elementary and high school teachers.

The authors state that teachers do, agreal' there are barriers to
effective teaching, and these barriers do not differ according to
level taught, sex or experience. The longer one teaches the more
one tends to perceive "too many non-teac ng duties?! as a barrier:

The authors conclude that their sample was too small to warrant any
valid conclusions.

1.1
ono_

Comment. Experimental design and procedure is very c 00 onable.
figirrs little definition of terms, discussion of tgit-marials,
etc.
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29. Coley, J.W. TheBiolotical Sciences Curriculum Study: Its
Present Status as Perceived `by' Certain-tiolowTeachers
in Florida High Schools. Talbthassee: Florida State
University, 1966. Itt 028 073

Two problems were studied: (1) the relationship between current
programs of Biologibal Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) Biology
as perceived by certain classrocia teachers in Florida and the pro-
posed BSCS program. as presented by individuals associated with the
Biological. Sciencei CUrriCUU111 Study, and. (2) the relationship
between certain Variables, sucb as teacher characteristics and ar)

school status and the implementationyof `the ;BSCS Program. in,Florida.
Data on the current .status and the proposed prograit of BSCS Biology
were obtained by using.a Q-sort, with 100 selected teachers_ re-
Spending. A queetipinaire was used with the ahem seMple of teachers
to study the second problem. Findings revealed a .73 correlation
between'the current BSCS Biologrfrograms in. Florida, as perceived
by the teachers, and the proposed BSCS prograia. A significant re-
lationship was also found between those teachers who had attended
a BSCS training course and those who had a high correlation co -.
efficient value for the type of BSCS program tbay perceived'as
being presented in classroom, (ERIC- abstract)
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30. Co R.N. A comgarative study of public school teacher
opinion and state laboratprrteacher opinion. Illinois
School Research, 1971, 7(2)0 38-42.

O

1_,
ose. To determine if teachers" opinions abOut their work

Sou differ accorcling to whether they were employed by`the
Tllinoia State College laboratoz7 schools or by the public echools
of corresponding .communities....

Procedie. Subjects were 130 laborattiry school teachers and 91
Public school teachers who responded to the Purdue Teacher-Question-.
mire.

Results. The lattoratory teachers held significantly MINI favorable
the.public school teachers on the following:,

Satisfaction with Teaching (p.01), Teacher Status (p.05);
SChool Facilities and Service; (p.001), and Community Pressures
(1).01).

lir
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31. Magri lin, R.L. The factorial structure of teacher work
tames. American, Mutational Research Journal, 1969,
6(2),'169-1.09.

0

Purpose. To investigate the underlying work valued of public
secondary school teachers in terms of their professional, social
and organisational values. (
Procedure. The subjects were 1,92 alas:weal teachers drawn from
tour mcdwestern middle-class suburban high schools. Each we.
adidnistered the Teacher Preference Audit (TPA) based on Valenti's
Attitude Scale (1950). 'The TPA consists of a 45-item paired-com-
parison inventory of attitudes.

Results. Factorial analysis of the data indicates, five stajois
attitudinal dimensions Oh this population of teachers) which are
as followS:e.

(1) Adminietrative Focus procednees vs. person.
(2) Work Emphasis - role expectations vs.:need-dispositions.
(3) Source of Authaiity - school officiale" vs. colleagues.
(It) Educational. Concern -.intellectual 'growth vs. social.

development,
(5) Source of Sitpport self vs. colleagues.

Content. 'Study eaphasises the developiatint of thee TPA rather than
ale attitudedlper se. No discussion of findings in terms of

the attitddes. Article based on 'IAA Asseemeent of Teacher Work
Values" (See 1210 ED 022 721).



32. Crawford, P., and Bradshaw, R. Perception of characteristics
of effective university teachers: A scaling analysis.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1968, 28'
1079-4.01:35.

ose. To isolate qualities of noffectiven college teachers and
o ersdne the differential scale values of these qubLities as

evaluated by a) faculty members, b) college acbdnistrators, and
c) college Andante.

Procedure. Several classes of undergraduate and graduate students
(n..300) were asked to write a these describing the qualities of
itclaseroom teachibg effectiveneesit of the most effective professor
'they knew., Thirteen descriptive statements emerged and were ran-
dotty arranged for paired comparison scaling and presented to 158
students, 50 faculty members and 30 administrators. Scale values
were computed for the 13 descriptive statements for each of 10
groups.

Results. Significant coefficients of agreement were found for each
matrix Indicating that there was perceptual agFeement among.the
judges within each group. When each matrix was compared with the
npopulationn matrix, significant differences between values of
descriptive statements given by the various groups of judges were
noted. The least variability among the 10 groups of judges (con-
sensus) was demonstrated by the following qualities% sense of
humor, student participation and punctuality. Factors concerning
organisation of lectures, lack of defensive attitudes, and neat

appearance showed the greatest variability (disagreement).

Though these results suggest that effective university teacher
,qualities can bb.isolated and measured quantitatively, evaluation
of these qualities should be interpreted only in light of who is
doing the judging. The results point to the problem the university
teacher has in trying to please his students, associates, and ad-

. ministratora at the same time.
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33. Cruickshank, DOZ. and Stiles R. Perceived Problems of
Teachers in Aehools ,

son ":%, ems
teachers. tnoxrdl. et Tennessee ihdareraty
]won, 1968. 02? 986

Cam
Job
Pro

otiose
near

age of
7

se To datatuili the perceived problems of them teiching
rural ammunIties.

...Procedere..,2138 subjects were 354 teachers randomly selected trot
tbe moat disadvantaged rural school districts.

111 the subjects received an expanded version of the Teacher Problem
Inventory (TP') in which they were to respond to an item in terse
of its frequency and severity. The teat was expanded to include items
that this particular population found in their experience. .

- The responses were organised according to frequency, severity, and
their emanation. Only those items :found significantly weighted
in the direction of frequency or 'aeveritywere reported.-

Results.. llindingli indicate that rural teachers are wet concerned
with the area of language arts. Their next highest -concern was
with students' personal ohiracterieticsi followed by timidly circus-
stances, and by school- and classioai-related problems.

Comment. A simdlar kw" as Immediately conducted to provide a
coria 3son. There wits no disdussion of thilosecond study other than
mentioning it indicated rural teachers' willingness to talk about
their sdhool problems. Treaties* of the.data was insufficient.



34. Cunningham, B.F. Effect of Background and Personality of
Teacher's on Teaching Teams. Texas: Houston University ,

Duren. of Educational Research and Service, 1964.
ED 033 071

Background and personality characteristics which are associated
with successful team teaching were investigated for this study.
Members of 31 secondary school teaching teams were rated by judges
(who were principals, deans,' and college consultants) individually
and as teams on the bases of 10 background characteristics and

"eight personality characteristics, and completed a 16-factor per-
sonsLity questionnaire which included the personality characteris-
tics on which they were rated. Also, a rating scale for each
teacher,. basedon the0 factors of the personality questionnaire,
was completed by his Wchool principal. Chi square analyses and
tests of significance of the data showed that successful teaching
team members held a higher degree, were teaching in their major

and were more cooperative, stable, aggressive, enthusiastic,
adventurous, shrewd, experimental, and self-controlled. In ad-

-dition, it was found that school principals could not accurately
assess personality traits necessary for effective team performance;
therefore, critical performance scores for each personality factor
exmained in this study were identified to be used in selecting and
assigning teachers to teams. (ERIC abstract)
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35. Dah sort on Reeearch Project dome l'Facult
Attitudes ow e s on n ea on
at the University of Oregon," Eugene. Paper read at
(rational Einar on Adult Education, 1968. ID 016 926

A study was undertaken at the University of Oregon to determine
faculty attitudes toward the Division of Continuing Education and
its activities, including such considerations as the quality of in-
struction in the Division's credit courses, the rigor of grading,
and the quality of the student it serves. Faculty meelers were also
queried as to their view of the relationship between the Division
of Continuing Education and the primary function of a university,
and, data were obtained on age, sex, academic rars of
college. teaching, academic rank,and major occupation (teacher,
researcher, 9r administrator). Usable questionnaires were returned
by 130 respondents. ,Favorable attitudes correlated. sigpificantly
with sex (women), disciplin),(professional schools), age (older
faculty), and rank (associat professors), but not with the other
variables. There was & alight tendency, apparently arising from in-
sufficient information, to question the quality of instruction in the
Division of Continuing Education. A need for further research and
improved relations is seen. (ERIC abstract)
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. Doty, B.A. A Study of the Characteristics of Women Who Begin
Teaching After Age tiirty-Five. Final Report. Naperville,
illinoist North Central College, 1968. ED 030 58,5

Using data gathered from 114 graduates of North Central 'Canoga
(Illinois) between 1961-66 who held teaching. positions in public
schools, the academic, personal, and teacher characteristics of
women who began teaching after age 35 were investigated. Data
analyses indicated, that the mature women (mean age 40) exhibited
more academic ability, better personal adjustment, and greater
teaching ability than two groups of younger women teachers (mean
age 22). Relative to a random sample of.younger women teachers,
mature teachers were characterised by higher cumulative and
education course' grade point averages (GPA), and higher Mae-rice:a
College Entrance Examination (ACE) scores, Relative to both a r

random group and a GPA-matched group of younger teachers, mature
teacher* achieied more favorable Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory ( ) scores, were rated more favorably by college
factilty and aching superviaors, and were viewed as highly effective
teachers by t e principals employing them. However many evalua-
tions 'by tea hing supervisors were negatively correlated with
principals' stings of mature teachers, indicating the need for a
more accura e method:;lor. the assessment and prediction of teacher

.

effective)* s. Further research should be conducted. to determine-
'whether the e findings can be generalised. (ERIC abstract)
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37. Edwards, W.L. and Cohen, E.D. Aides for mat Education, A
Training Pro Funded by the Ohio Board of Regents
Under Title 1 of the Hfgher Education Act. Final Report.
dlevelana, Ohio: Western Reserve University, 1967.
BO 014 664

The Aides for Adult Education Workshop (February 10-Nay 20, 1§61')
was held in Cleveland, Ohio by Cleveland College and. the public
school system to develop better classroom communication and a, more
intensive learning situation for disadvantaged adult students.
Twenty welfare recipients, almost all Negro women, were selected
for aide training on the basis of verbal ability, reading bompre-
h.ension, interpersonal attitudes and attitudes toward edubational
institutions and community organization. Experienced teachers in
public 'School adult education were chosen for the project accord,-
ing to successful classroom p:sformance, interest in.a training
project, and. a felt need for the help of. am aide. Workshop ac-
tivi,ties *ere designeCto give both aides and teachers an overview
of adult basic education, curri.cului sateiials, classroom organi-
sation, and procedure. An evaluation of classes with and without
aides showed that with aides, more individual help is given, and
teachers lecture more and minswer questions less. The,teachers ,

themselves felt that they could effectively handle larger classes
with aides. (MC abstract)
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38. El Immo G.L. Pgrjuhophysiological Correlates of Female
Teacher Behavior and Organizational Outputs. Paper read
at American Educational Research Association Con-
vention, 1969. ES 033.888

Purpdse. To investigate the following two hypotheses: (1) a eye-
tema c relationship exists between estimates of autonomic balance
and measures of emotional behavior, reported, teaching -behavior,
perceived stress'in teaching, and teaching effectiveness- and (2)
the teacher who perceives her role similarly to her prinCipalls
perception of it as .compared with one who perceives her role dif-
ferently from her principal's perception would be judged a more
effective teacher, be more satisfied with teaching, have greater
feelings of accomplishment and regard teaching as a less stressful
career.

Procedure. The subjects were 63 female graduates of XT.C.L.A.,
teaching in 214 California `school districts. Data for the subjects'
autonomic balance were based on research done seven years prior to
this study. Data on behavior, role relationships and organisationr
al attitudes were obtained frost the following four scales developed
for this study:. (1) The Affective Behavior Inventory, (a Tie
Organisational Attitudes Inventory, (3) The Instructional Per
formance Scale, and (14) The Teadher Interest Inventory. These tests
were given in conjunction with a personal interview. The subjects'
principals also went through the same battery of tests and an inter-
view.

Results.\ A correlational analysis of the data indicates support of
the iirst hypothesis but not the second.



39. lamina, R. Teacher attitudes as a function of values.
Journal of Zducational Resurch 1969, 62(10), 459-463.

se. To study the possibility that persons of divergent
ues cannot, with equal feelings of approval, ligament the same

curriculum.

Procedure. The subjects were 318 teachers and principals in a
county school:system consisting of 14 schOols.

Subjects were given the Differential Values-Inventory to assess
their general Talmo using the traditiontlemergent dichotmy.
The second test admirdstered via an adaptation Hof the Kreitliut
Scale to.deteridne teachers educational valueii. The Teaching
Attitude Scale and the Texas JuniOr High SchOol StUdy.were used
to measure 'attitudes in tame of approTal-disapproVul regarding
selected school gOalii and activities. A demographic
backgroOnd questionnaire was used to. gather. other pertinent in-
formation frm the .subjecite.

Reaulti4 Differences in general rains among a' isdhool -staff were
found Unrelated to the average level- of approval within a school.
Indilidualai with the moat. consistent get of general. 'Oaluee
cited greater approval of schoOl practices than the rest of the
alma* (p <.02).. Differences. in educational i values among a staff
were 'related (p<.05) to the level of approval expreetied. Those

, teachers with, consistent toducatiMal values displayed a greater
degree of approval (p<.01) than other teachers. Teachers with
emergent general Values' approved school prectides more while
serving Under principals with emergent ,gene rg values (p<4.0),.
Teachers ts with emergent general values. tend it- hold prOgroseive
educational values while those With traditional general values
tend to hold academic educational values (p<.02). Teachers with
more formal. edUcation tend to hold more progressive educational
valves than- teachers With lees formal education (p<.01). older
teachers tend to hold more traditional general values than younger
teachers (p<.02).
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40. Faunae, Attitude and Characteristics of Effective and
Not Effective Teachers of buitura.14 Disaavantaied.
Children. Minnesota: -Minneapolis Public tchoole, 1969.
it 039 289

Po. To define and compare.attitudes and characteirietics of
effective teachers of disadvantaged children with teachers 'who
are not effective in this role.

Procedure. A questionnaire of 186 statements regarding culturally
disadvantaged children, with a 4point agree-disagree scale, was
distributed to all teachers in the Minneapolis Public School
System. About 62% responded. Additional information regarding
teacher characteristics was obtained from personnel filee. Prom
this.material a sample of 97 teachers not effective with disad-
vantaged children and 210 teachers effective with disadvantaged
children was selected.

Results. Responses of effective teachers were consistently dif:
Wag-frail: responses of not effective teachers 'on six of nine
factor : (1) acceptance of the fact of physical deprivation- (2)
belief that disadvantaged youth have been discriminated against,by
$004 /I (3). stereotyping vs. restraint in labeling; (4) the -at-
titude that it. is pleasant to teach the disadvantaged; (5) punitive
denial vs. non-punitive acceptance; (6) cultural denial vs. ac-
ceptance of the culture.

ry
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Joba. Pounce R.W., and Wiener,' Teacher' Characteristics in

golected Middle and Low Incase Area Schools of the Mimes-

sachem Retention. &TS)

Purpose. . udy imbed four questions: 1. Do Target' (low in.
owe area) ;- Comparison (nim* income area) schools teaching
staff cliff in terms of age, sex, naritel status, education
teaching experience, and aethOd of accession)? 2.Are retention
rates lower in Target thanCoaparieon area scheols? 3. What are
the factors related to this population turnover? is. Do these
factors operate differently in Target and Cospirison schoble?

Procedure. The subjects were all teachers listed in Ithmeapolis
School Directorial, from 1958-1959 through 1962-1963 wila taught in
those schools selected for the study.

The Target schools were selected from those in the Youth Develop-
ment Project (T.D.P.). Caparison schools were selected on the
basis of socioeconomic status and its related factors. The schools
were primary) junior high, and high schools. All totaled there were
11 Target and ten Comparison schools.

Data on the subjects were derived from the Miimeapolis Public Schools
Study conducted by the Bureau of Field Studisis and Surveys of the
University oViinnesota (1964)

Results. Analysis of the data indicates that there are striking
aerprences in staff composition in elementary and junior high
schools but not in high schools. Target school teachers were
younger, less experienced, and mostly just out of college. Retention
rate was higher in Caparison schools at all levels and was found to
be related to school level, age, sex, education, experience, and
manner of accession.

or,
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b2. Fimch, C.R. . The trade and atrial 'education teacher's
background, values, attitude towareteaching.
Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, 1969, 6(2), 55-64.

ose. To investigate the relationship between trade and in-
education teachers', backgrounds, personal and interper-

sonal values, and attitudes toward teaching.

Procedure. SubjectArer 76 inservice* teachers enrolled in a
attleler workshop conducted by the Department of Vocational Education
at Penn State.

The instruments used were the Participant Information Form (bio-
graphical information), the Minnesota-Teacher AttitUde Inventory,
the Study of Values, the Survey of Interpersonal Values (Gordon,
1960), and the Vocational Industrial Teacher Attitude Scale (a
measure of teacher role perception).

Intercorrelations for the total group and subgroups (for bio-
graphical variables, attitudinal variables, and variables involving
values) were done by computer.

Results. Findings imply that vocational. teachers have more oe-
atiTitianal experience and less professional preparation than
nacademie teachere. Those with more general undergraduate credits
manifested a more positive attitude toward teaching. The accumu-
lation of professional education credits; did not seem to affect
their teaching attitude. Their personal and interpersonal values
were more similar to those of tradesmen than of teachers. It can
also be inferred that trade and industrial teachers' personal
attributes are not related to attitude toward teaching.

ThwaUthor suggests that this type of teacher is an atypical in-
dividual becausee, his values ere not representative of the general
population.
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43. linch, C,R. et al. Instructional Resources for Vocational-
Technical Education: -Teacher Attitude2 Resource Availa-
bility, and Resource Titilfsation. .University Park:
Pennsylvania gate University Department of !motional
Education, 1970. ED 041 141.

°se, To examine teacher attitudes toward resources, resource
ility resource Utilisation/

Procedure. Semantic Differential Scales were used to collect data
tram 106 high school teachers in e'vocational-technical schools in
Central Pennsylvania; a Teachers Information Form was used to
gather biographical data, On an instructional resource check list
(including 25 resources relevant to the instructional process),
each teacher was asked to check whether he had used each resource
either as a teacher or a student. A frequency of use inventory
tapped frequency of use of selected resources for each teacher.
An availability inventory gathered information about the degree to
which resources were available for teacher use,

Results. Teachers generally had most favorable attitudes toward
those instructional resources which were of a more traditional
nature. They di. splayed ilh,igh11-.affirmative attitudes toward the
16 ma motion picture projector and the overhead projector.. Teach-
ers tended to utilise traditional resources to a greater extent ,
than progressive resources and thoee resources which were readily
available tended to be of the traditional type. Factor analysis
of attitude variables revealed that teachers may view instructional
resources in accordance with their personal involvement with re-
source preparation, selection, presentation and application.

L
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Pincher, G. ta. ulty Perceptions of the Research Environment.

Athens: Georgia University Institute of Higher Education,
14165. ED 013.801

A review of earlier studies of the iffactors, conditions, and situa-
tiona that impede or facilitate research productivity in the'aca-
demic iettingit is followed by the findings of a pilot study "Tap-

. 'ping Faculty Opinions and Beliefs Concerning Research and the
Environment in Which it is Ooncluctodeft Fifty-two of 81 full-time
staff members at a southern metropolitan college of arts and
acienes responded to a questionnaire. Nearly half the reepondents
considered research as important as teaching and another two out
of five. thought it more important. Nearly all thought researchJ 4

o activity a major influence on institutional growth,and.Ovelopmentot,
Although a majority perceived themselves as possessing the neces-
sary skills and competencies for research, fewer than half thought
they were'better Agri average in plain:ling and developing .research
projects. Fewer than one out of,three thought conducting inde-
pendent research a source of rewards at their institution and
most judged the facilities and resources foi researckfit their in-
stitution to be inadequate. Nore'than half gave priority to basic
research, and many hoped that local facilities for research could
be improved. Arias for further inquiry into faculty perceptions
of research are isuggested--for example, the extent to which the
local findings of the present study are paralleled in other types
of institutions. (ERIC abstract)
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45. Findley, D. Teacher Aides: A Status &Inert. Terre Haute:
Indiana State University Educational Development Council,
1968, ED 026 295

This bulletin, designed to be of assistance to those interested in
employing and utilising teacher aides, presents (1) a, general ac-
count of current thinking on the rationale sues and .ffeote of
teacher aides in public school programs and (2) the results of a
descriptive research study designed to determine the status of the
teacher aide in both elementary and, pecondary grades in Indiana
State University' Educational. Development Council (ISUEDO) school
corporations. Findings from questionnai.re data (returned by 63
of the 83 member schools) are presented under four headings: the
various functions which teacher aides are perforidng; the various
methods used to finance teacher aide programs; characteristics and
qualifications of the aides presently employed; and the need for
development of training programs for aides.. Swmtary, conclusions,
and speculations for further consideration Are presented. Ap-
pended is a,43-item annotated bibliography prepared by the National
Commission on Teacher Education and. Professional Standards (NUNES)
which includes references for information on the jobs aides do, how
they are trained and paid, and federal assistance for program-1mnd-
3.ng. (ERld abstract)
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46. Findley, W.G. Effective Use of Teacher-Tine in the nemertiary
Schoo.1.-Teschiag Assistants Teacher fib-

.streets of Research P To. Mena; 6eorgLatTnd-
T Research and Devolves °enter in Education, 106.

ED 017 051

Fourteen research reports, published between 1960 awl 1964, *Joh
pertain to effective use of teacher time in the elementary school,
are briefly sinrsarised. (ERIC abstract)
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47. ritspatrick; X. The Olassro.ma, Aids. Santa Fe: Ewe Milo°
Western States Small SchOoIe Projects l96$. ED 020 837

To relieve the non-instructional burden upon the clasoroom teachers°
the Quaalude Public Schools experimented with a teacher aide pro-
gram utilising a single teacher aide in elementary language arts
and high school programed mathematics the first year of the pro-
ject. Ace result of the =partial:1:: success, the following
school year (1963-1964) classroom aides were employed in.each of
the four Queen& Public Schools covering all subject matter areas.
Ao a consequence of the increased number of classroom aides em-
ployed, it became necessary to define a classroom aides and out-
line an aide's qualifications and duties. Use of the claseroom
aide allowed the teacher more time for individualising instruction,
developing teaching materials, and trial-testing classroom ex ,
periments and demonstratiohs prior to their use. foli-iumal
group instruction beOame more of a reality because he teacher was
freed from such non-instructional duties as condo ing moneys tak-
ing attendance; and marking objective type tests and workbooks.
It was suggested that a program of teacher aide preparation be
undertaken either by local school iyatems; or by colleges and uni-
versities. (1RIG abstract)
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48. ?Taxman E. A Selected Bibilograiby On Teacher Attitudes.O ERIC -facp Urban Disadvantaged. New Uric, New Uric:

Columbia university Educational Resouroas Information
Center Clearinghouse, oil the Urban Disadvantaged, 1969.
ED 027 357

Some of the works in this brief annotated bibliography present
the findings of studies identifying the racial and social attitudes
of the middle-class urban teacher and indicate how theAe at«
titudes''may affect' student performance; others are report's of in-
service 'teacher education programs conducted to change negative
teacher attitudes; and a few y6t essays by professional observers
who broadly examine the importance of positive teacher attitudes
and behavior in the inner-city classrooms. (ERIC abstract)



49. Plink, Organisational Structuretf'Schools and Its
Reletian to Teachersilephological gociolpgicil
and Educational Role Orientation Detroit, Michigan:
Wayne State University, 1967. 11; 01? 001

Purpose. To determine the effect of the organisational dynamics
of a school upon the teachers' thinking, attitudes, andbehavior.

Procedure. The models were in terms of authoritarian, rationalistic,
and mixed models i.e. the authoritarian-rationalistic

(AR), and the rationalistic-humanistic (RR).

_The subjects Mere .726 elementary teachers from 33 schools. Of these
schools, 15 were designated as AR, and ,8 as RH in structure Three
hundred and esvent*two teachers were TAU schools while 354 Were
in RU schools. ThOe were 213 males and 513 females iu this study.
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To determine the teachers' ethical predominance, the Evaluation
Modality Test (EMT) was administered. This test is made up of 24
items representing various economic, political, social, religious,
and aesthetic situations to which the subject responds in terms of
an Individualist, Moralist, or Realist mode of ethicalvaluation.

To ascertain the teachers' educational role orientation, the Teacher
Practices Questionnaire (TPQ) was administered. It consists of 30.
typical classroom problem situations, vith four alternative ,

Isolations given for each. The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
NMI) was also administered to this population.

Results. Ten variables (dependent) from the three tests were ex-
in of the two types of schools under study. Analysis

of the data indicates that the initial hypothesis is valid, i.e.,
the organisational structure and related dynamics of a school have
a significant relationship to certain social psychological char-
acteristics-of its teachers.

-
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50. Flynn, J.N. et a. An Analysis of the Role of the Teacher in
an Innovative yrOtoly echool. Part /. Irina Re ort.
Vt. Lauder isle, froriclas Nova University, 3 899

Phase 1 has been completed of a five-phase project to deve,lop a model
of teacher role behavior in individualisofclassrooms to develop
teacher traixdxgr courses (inoluding workshops) for behetiors specified
by the role model and to train teiolhers (inservice and/or preservice)
to fulfill the role by the model. The classroce management,

icharacterstics of teachers at Nova ,Righ School and two Nova ele-
mentary schools were etndied through a system analysis approach.. The
36- teacher sample was a cross-section of classes ranging in teaching
methods fro' quite conventional to very individualised approaches.
An extensive 'observational instrument was developed to study the
teachers' managmeent behaviors and a companion Instrument to study
the student interaction and queueing patterns. Additional data were
collected with the Verbal Interaction Scale (Flanders), the Multi-
dimenaional Analysis of Classroom Interaotion (Ronigman), and through
interviews with teachers and staff. Analysis focused primarily on
the individualised classrooms with various ccmpariaons being made.
A report was also developed on considerations for a computer simula-
tion of the role model to NY-developed in phasit; also a prototype
training unit was prepared (onixternal motivation managemen.t) so
that an ineervioe training workshop could be Implemented in phase
2 for testing. Data collected in phase 1 provides a good base on
which the role model can be constructed. (ERIC abstract)
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Z1. roster, C.M. The elementary school counselors kw perceived.
Counselor Education Superisiono 1967, 6(2), 102.107. ,*

Irpose. identifrfactore associated with the role and function
o t he elementary cotineelor as perceived by elementary school
teachers and administrators.

Procedure. The subjects were 100 elmaentary school teachers, 90
elementaz7.echool administrators 100 secondary school counselors,
80 elementary school counselors :ad 88 counselor educators.

Each was adirliistered 3 tests developed for this study; (1) .a test
consisting of 1113 items denoting counselor functions; (2) 120tacceptable items retained from adminietration of the iviotest; and
(3) the Elementary School Counselor Questionnaire (used to determine
opinions of the counselors" functions).

Data was analysed by two-faator analysis of variance.

Results. Elementary- school teachers perceived the counselors'
functions as being of the social worker type.

Comment. The report °gored no discussion of measuring instrumenti,
population type, background, etc., and little discussion of the
findings.
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52. Frets, B.R., and Johnson, W.R. Influence of intensive work-
shop on teachers! sex intonation and attitudes toward
sex education.' Research Quarterly, .19712,42, 156.163.

se. To assess the effects of intensive workshops in sex edu-
ce, on teachers' sex information and attitudes toward sex
education.

Procedure. A sex information questionnaire and a sex education
quel'aronnaire were administered to three groups: (1) the workshop
partic,ipants, (2) a local control group composed of teaching col-
leagues of the participants, and (3) a distal control group composed
of acquaintancee of the experimental group who taught in achoola
without workshop participants. The sex information questiomaire
consisted of 69 items on a seven-point agree - disagree scale. The
sex education questionnaire consisted of: (1). A list of 30 curric-4
ulum topics commonly found in sex education courses.- Subjects f
ranked` agreement and disagreement on seven-point scale as to
whether the topic should be included in the curribulta at various
levels from kindergarten through senior-4high; (2) A' list of 11
frequently cited results of offering sex education. Subjects in-
dicated agreement on a neva:point scale; (3) A list of ten teacher
qualifications frequently cited for sex education teachers with a
seven-point scale for each item.

Each of the three groups (participant, 1 control, and distal
control) were divided into three subgroups. One subgroup was given
the measures at the beginning of the workshop, five days later, and
six months later; another group was given the measures initially and
six months later; while the third subgroup only completed the measure
six months after the workshop. -

Results. On the sex intonation questionnaire, workshop-participation
has notable immediate effects, but negligible long-range effects.
On the sex education questionnaire, attitudes toward sex education
curricula were not affected in either immediate or long-range follow
up. Significant differences, as a result of the workshop, were found
for items concerning outcomes of sex education and teacher qualifi-
cations.
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Frie'drsan, N.L. Career stage," and organizational role decisions
of teachers in two public junior colleges. Sociology of
Fducation, IM(3), 1967. RO 018 178

Role attitudes and career a.etiont of three types of junior college
teacher at two sizes of college ike analyzed. The teachers are4those
who (1) come from high school :teaching, (2) come from a It-year
institution, and (?) come diretetly from graduate school. The first

i group considers the junior college an advancement, already enjoys
teaching,, has no interest in research, has. superior subject matter
knowledge, and appreciates the higher pay. For these reasons, and
because of longstanding involvement in the community as a whole
members of this group are unlikely to move except horizontally 'and
regionally. The former professors have various reasons for accepting.
junior college work, which they consider something of a demotion.
The "publish or perish" system or even the over- emphasis on degrees
can be distasteful to some, and they., melee a ready justment to the
teaching role. The comparattive peace and eiconomi security of the
junior college and, in time; a growing identific with the cat-
inanity become sufficient compensation for the change. The graduate
student is wore uncertain of his motives. He sees the job as
neither demotion nor prazotion but as a try at teaching. He can
sti.U. turn to research and the Ph.D. or to industryand, being
younger will be little attache51, to the communityl professionally
or socially.' The size of the college appeared to have no effect on
the teacher& decisions. ()MC abstract)



54. Grant, A.D. StuAT of the. Personality Characteristics of
the Acceptor and the Vector of the Newer Educations.

Seco I
Rector

of kisconain. Madison:
two - ver , o o on, 9. ED 0/1.14 899-471

Ptilusese.
To relate the perionality characteristics of teachers to

ir acceptance or rejection of newer educational media./ .6, 0/
Procedure. Subjects were 253 high school teachers at fieveral
schools which had just been visited by the Wisconsin Audio-Vi
Education. Demonstration NAM) mobile unit. The teachers
given the Kelly Audio-Visual Attitude Scale (a list of 22 statements
about audio-vismal, aids on a two-point agree-disagree scale) and the
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS). The heterosmality-
dimension of the EPPS was omitted, The results of these tests were
correlated with the'amount of .use the teacher made of the WAVED
unit as ascertained bt a WANED Utilisation Scale designed, to
deter

WANED
acceptor and rejector categories. This was a six-point

scale on which teachers indicated their use ofp interest in using,
or lack of interest in various audio-visual materials.

Remits. 1483.es showing ptrsonality traito of Dominazwe and Aggreeion
were correlated withe the rejection of the audio-visual materials
(p<.01), as. were those with intraceptionand Change traits (p<.05).
Females with thekpeisonality traits Order, Exhibition, Succorance.
(p<.0.1.), and Autonomy (p<05) were correlated with the rejector
position. The male traits of Deference, Affiliation, Succorance
and Ihuturance (p<.01) were correlated with the acceptance of
audio - visual materials. Tamale traits of Affiliation, Intraception,
Dominance, and Nottuance were correlated with the acceptor position.
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55. Greenberg, B. Review of Literature Rol I.. to the Use of
Ron-Profe o e A .a on co ls
Rey York: 7New Careers Development 6enter 'training
Laboratory, 1967. RD 024 8,55 .

A review of literature between 1914'and 1967 on the use it non-
professionals in e1emsnter and secondary education indicates that
authors eoaehow involved wi h teacher aide.projects tend to be -

favorably-impressed, while those lacking such involvement are
critical. Difficulties in class management, suparviaion and
emanation have been cited by these opposed to teacher aides. Pro-
ponents have cited advantages in meeting crises, recruiting tmachera,
enriching the,!curricultum, involving lay citizens in worthwhile
activities, increasing student achievement, and creating an atmos-
phere conducive to wholesome personality developeent. In general,
the use of teacher aides hae became an acceptable part .of.. the
educational scene. Recent- related findings also show that low in-come relatively uneducated nonprofessionals can serve effectively

derive benefits frat--meningful teacher aide positions.
The document includes 33 references. (ERIC abstract)
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Groff, P.J. Dissatisfactions in teaching the CD child.
Phi Delta lappan, 45(2), 19 13, 1g0 020 228

According to a survey of 2914 e1eneutary4school tiacbers in 16
schools serving disadvantaged pupils, high teacher turn fr is
Tr:opted by the "peculiarities" of the disadvantaged student,, by
adni.nistrative and, organisational defictienties in the schools, and
by the teachers, own shortcomings. To reduce the rate of turn
over, four educational improvements are suggested(1) reduction
of class size, (2) reconstruction of curricula* ..and teaching pro
cedures, (3). ildsdnistrative support for teachers with discipline
problems, and (14) judicious selection of teachers acoording to
experiencw willingness, and look of prejudice. Also, teacher

-education colleges should train students to work, with disadvantaged
pupils. (Mt10 abstract)
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qr021.15,041. et el: College Teachers Look 0 Colleit:)Teachint.

Rvort 'W the Sqbc, omitted on the .., , .. nt of traction
-of the ftele,,.ttee on Stales. AIME

, ... Series, rumbior U.
Waslington$ 140.: ',American Association o Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1965. RD 022 725

The "introduction" to this 'report innemarizes the subcommittee's
1962.63 effort 'to identity elements of goOd'college_ teaching through
the sponsorship of two dominant composed of "some of the good or
outstanding teachers in. two sections of the United States." The
body of the report consists if materials which grew out of the
seminars. Chapter 2, "Pilot lasearch on Succesefti College Teaching,"
is a reporb by Robert' L BillrOiniversity of-Alabama, on research
he pursued "through use,of a teacher problems Q-sort to gather in.
foraation about characteristics of the 1962 seldnar participants.
Chapter 3, "The Improviients of College Teaching," by Leonard W. Rice,
Presidents Oregon Collar pf gucatiositi is a paper he presented to
the 1963 group orr ',the factors which contribute to-'good teaching,
including the.use of technology. Chapter it is excerpte tram working'
papera.written.by each participant and read by the others as spring-
boards for discussion of such smillier topics as the use of techniques
and resources, selection of objectfiree, maintenance of professional
competence, evaluation procedtuiee and relations with students. In
Chapter 5 the editor summarises the results of participant question-
naire evaluations, and in Chapter 6 presents a.distillation of
"Suggestions for the Improvement of College Teaching." A 53-item
list of "Suggested References on College Teaching" is also included.
(WC abstract)
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Gubaer, EX. Authoritarianism
`'N

among teachers and school
p;incipals and its possible relationship to 'faculty
morale.. Journal of Educational Research, 1969, 63(11,

se. To determine ifl there is a relationship between the level
of a ritariarrici of teachers and the degree of authoritarianism'

. of their administrators.

Procedure. The subjects Were 273 certified elementary classrocer
teachers and 20principals from an Oregon school 'district.

4
,The level of authoritarianism was Measurad on the. California F-Scale
and modified by McGee- (1955) . Morals Was measured on The. Purdue
Teacher Opinionaire (FTO) developed by Rempel and'Bentley 4.964)

4 ,
Results. . Statistical azialmis of the data indicatedno correlation

en total PTO scores ant authoritarianism. Comparisons of the
e scores with certain morale factors did- indicate that

teachers highest and lowest in authoritarianism tended to exhibit
a stronger rapport-with-their principals than teachers with moderate
levels of authoritarianism. Teachers scoring high on the F-Scale
tend to manifest more emtiisfaction with their earnings than teachers
scoring low on the F-Scale. Teachergemoderate. in authoritarianism
believed their ocananity supported edecation more than did teachers
high-or lowlow°in autherita'rirmism, Whil.e teachers perceiving the least
support and most pressure fran the community tended to 'obtain low
P-Scale scores.
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59. Hain, J. H. and Smith, G. J. Evaluation of TeachersThe
PrinciPalls Dilemma.* ED 013 490

EFL
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In 1966, a study was made a the evaluation .o teacheie by their
principals*. There was an 80 percent respona to the random sample
of 336. NOW York State elementary school principals. School sise
made supervision'and evaluation difficult, especially since many,
prirkcipals hid no .admirdstrative help. Two-thirds of the school
distiicts provided principals with "rating forms! as the taste tools
of evaluation. Analysis' of these forma revealed infonsation abotA
the initial manner of evaluation and the probable use of these
evaluations. horse which the teachers saw and signed bad clear
deacriptive statements about the teachers, and forms which Contained
no provision for teacher's Signature had a list of single words or
phrases which tended to create a "halo effect.' Principals felt
their teaohers were aware of school distrtct procedures and standards
of Supervision and evaluation.' Loss than-half the principals
notified teachers of impending supervisory visits. Most held a
conference with the teachers after observation, and alsoet'ill
carried out informal supervision. eaccessendations include (1) re-
ductionof' supervisor-teacher ratio, (2) conference after observation,
(3) availability to tear-s of the principal!! .written report,

joiitt supervisor-teaehtir development of standards and procedures
of aupervision and evaluation, (5) *principalts..consultation withsenior teachers regarding reappOintment, and (6) periodical reviewand ,revision of the standards and procedures., (tic abstract)
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60. ilsimilton, J. T. Values held by teachers. Peabody JoUrnal of

Education, 1969, 46 (5), 278481.

Pureili. To investigate close of the values currently held by
teat era during the 19674968' academic year.

Procedure. The subjects .were 52 elementary and-zecondary teachers,
Al of whom were studying for their *aster Is degrees at the University
of Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Each subject was given a questionnaire containing six propositions
that focused on current values and, had to state whether they agreed,
disagreed, or were undecided about tb'e central idea in each statement.

1,

Results. Firidi.ngs .indicate that teachers do ;KA believe that students
are ready to accept liberty if it requires total accountability; 4,

teachers are concerned with social justice and the belief that ald.st-

ing inequalities should be eliminated because the technological know-
'how exists; teaohers believe that young people perceive middleaged
people as coacilacent, indifferent and hypocritical; teachers regard
sex as a personal-matter which is no longer constrained and structured
by society; teachers are uncertain whether or not to regard war as a
bankrupt operation; teachers believe'there are universal virtues:
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61.. Hanks, J.E., Houston, S.R., and 'Usher, R. Researching the
effective college teacher: A perceptual approach.
Journal of Student Personnel Association for Teacher
Education, 1910, 9(2), 51-36.

pur,ose. To determine: (1) college teachers' conceptual spite*
orlon ation and perceptual orientation; (2) students' perception
of their teachers conceptual system and. level of learning; (3)
the relationship of these perceptions to student ratings of teacher
effectiveness.

Procedure. Seventy-four universiti teachers each allowed a graduate
student to take over one of their classea,dfor 15 minutes. The
graduate student teachers completed the This I Believe (TIB) test;
teachers' conceptual system& orientation and teachers' characteristic
perceptual orientation-ware both' inferred from the TIE.

o

The students in each class were asked to complete the following
instruments: (a) Student Perception of Teacher Conceptual Systems;
(b) Student Perception of Level of Learning; (a) Student Report on
Classroom beaching; (d) Oveiall Rating Scale. The difference be-
tween two squares of multiple correlation coefficients (Rag) was
tested for significance at the .151 level with the variance ratio
test. The number of students involved was 2,114.

Unique contribition of predictor'rriables was determined by multiple
linear regression. The contribution of variables to prediction was
measured by the difference between two squares of multiple cor-
relation coefficients.

Results. The results indicated that effective college teacher's
were perceived as abstract-oriented people, gave the impression of
complexity of thought and feeling, were perceived as capable of
admitting new and different ideas or opiniond and evaluating them
objectively, and appeared tolerant of differing opinions from all
sources. Effective college teachers perceive other people as
bitOmally able, dependable, and internally motivated. Such teachers
hated positive self-concepts and were a central motivating factor totheir students..
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62. Harty, N. Statistical Report and Observations on Attitudes
Toward S-IPA. TasteMarion troll YourDi and fifth Grade
%Idlers in ZRIBIa Riot Schools Prior to an fnitial
iketshop Session. Syracuse, New York: lasfern Regional
Institute for Education, 1970. ED 049 948

Studied were attitudes of 54 fourth.and fifth grade teachers from
21 New Tork and Pennsylvania pilot schools prior to an initial
summer workshop on &A s Approach (ALAS) prior to In-
etallation of the WS during the 1969-70 school year. A questl.on-
naire Was mailed to each teacher. Data and conclusions were re-
ported with regard to installation variables: ALAS curriculum
characteristics, consultant functions and utilisation, sad student
achievement. Results indicated older, experienced teachers and
those with graduate work were most faiailiar with Science-A Process
Approach and were More favorably impreesed by the program. Mean
values indicated New Tork teachers spent more time teaching science
and eubgrouped pupils for individualised instruction than did
Pennsylvania teachers. Teachers with one to three years experience
utilised manipulative equipment more regularly than other groups.
Approximately 80 percent of the teachers from both states felt that
skipping exercises was a disadvantage to students. Teachers from
ages 31. to 40 tended to be the most concerned about student achieve-
ment. (ERIC abstract)
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63. He lge, S., and Pierce-Jones, J. The Relationship Between
Specific and general Teaching Experience and leacher
Altitu4es Toward froject Head Starb. Part of tlelinal

ort. Austin: fans Universay Child Development
nation and Research Center, 1968. ED 025 323

One hundred and forty-five Head Start teachers, frOm lower-middle
class families, attended a workshop in 1965 before working in the
Head Start program. Duringthe workshop and again in 1967 they
filled out autobiographical and experience forms. The forms were
used to test three -hypotheses regarding differences associated with
differential teaching experiences. Teachers were 'gauped according
to their years of teaching experience and type of experience; i.e.,
general or with the culturally deprived. Results by analysis of
variance -hidinated significant differences between groups of teachers
on variables measuring teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness
and acceptance of Head Starts their awareness of the effects of cul-
tural deprivation, their perceptions of their sucCeee aa.Head Start
teachers, and a comparison of Head Start and non Head Start childrenfrom similar enaironaenta. Generally, the more general the ex-
perience, the more stable and positive were the teacher attitudes.
The sato was true With teachers with no experience or six or more.
years 'Of .specific experience. .Due to cognitive traces frost previous
experience, experienced teachers had greater insight into problem
areas and could more easily incorporate new experiences with the
culturally deprived. All attitudes of all, groups were positive.
Areas for additional research in this subject" are suggested. Ten
tables and several graphs are given. (ERIC abstract)
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Attitudes and Beliefs of Minnesota
School English Teachers. /Volumes

b. disseriation, University of ilinnesota)

To investigate the linguiistic knowledge of Kinnesota English teachers,
a 100-item questionnaire based on nine basic language concepts was
given to 647 elementary and 786 secondary teachers. The concepts were
that language is (1) 'symbolic, (2), highly personal and social, (3)
crucial to minis humanitTs. dynamic, (5per)learned, (6) oral, (7)
used for a variety of purposes, (8) systematic, and (9) conventional.
Resets showed that 1164 of the elementary teachers and 74.4%.of the
secondary teachers agreed with the linguists on 50% or more of the
items. Factors in the backgrounds of both sets of teachers--obtained
through the use of a three-part personal data sheet which investigated
the teaching situation, teacher preparation, and sources of knowledge
about the English language--were found to be significantly related to
their agreement with the linguists. 41though a comparison of the
elementary teacher results obtained in 1967 with results obtained in a
similar study in 1962 revealed that the 1967 respondents were more
linguistically knowledgeable ;than the 1962 respondents, both elementaiy
and secondary English teachers have much to learn about the nature of
the English ltuipage and language study. (ERIC abstract)
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65. Hines V. A. and Alexander, W. K. High School Self-Evaluations
:Ad Curriculum Change. Final Report. Gainesville: Florida
University, 1967. ED 017 971 ,

This project explored the hypothesis that high school self-evalu-
ations based on the evaluative criteria 'of the National Study of Se,
condary School evaluation produce curriculum change and have an im-
pact on the behavior and attitudes of teachers. This prodess of
self-evaluation was camplemilvthe school faculty, followed by a.

.

review of a Visiting'cOmmittee. A case stwiyapproach'wes employed
Involving historical, interview,and instrument data collection in
selected schools. The study sample included 46 experimental, 13
control, and 4 pilot secondary schools in Florida and Georgia. A
stratified sample of schools was selected on the basis of either
their most recent or planned future self-study The principal find -
ing was that curriculum change occurred at a higher frequency in6
those schools which were engaged in self- evaluation. Additional
findings included--(1) the number of changes in the experimental
schools was about 50 percent greater than in the control. schools,
(2) most changes Were modifications off` existing courses, servicas
or activities, and (3) participation in the self-study did not make
teachers more open to curriculumohange, nor did method of prepara-
tion relate to the openness to curriculum change. (ERXC abstract)
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66. Holdaways E.A. The satisfaction of Australian teachers with
teaching in Australia and Canada. Australian Journal of
Education, 1971, 15(2), 129-1110*

Purpose. To compare attitudes toward teaching and job satisfaction
of Australian teachers teaching in Australia with Australian teachers
teaching in Canada.

Procedure. An 80-item qUestionnaire Was sent to 500 Australians
teaching in Alberta and British Columbia. Each item was rated on a
six-point scale indicating. degree of satisfadtion or dissatisfaction
with each of 18 aspects of teaching in Australia and in equiada. A
section on personal data was also included.

Results.. Australian teachers were more satisfied teaching in Canada
ten in Australia. The women were more satisfied than the men with
Australian teaching conditions.
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67. Hornstein, H.A. Callahan, D.H., Fisch, and. Benedict, B.A.
Influence Lid. satisfaction in organisations: A replication.
Sociology of Education, 1968, )1, 380-389.

Purpose. To study the effects of superior-subordinate relations in
school systems to determine if they fellow a pattern similar to that
of other organisations.

Procedure. Questionnaire data were collected from 325 primary schoOl
teachers in 14 different school buildings Omen in each of two school'
systems). Elaborate procedures to guarantee anonymity were need.
Aseessaents were made of teachers' evaluation of the school system,
teachers' satisfaction with the principal, and teachers' perception
of student satisfaction with the way they were performing as teachers.

Results. High positive correlation was obtained between the
ceived influence of principals and of teachers (p<..01),.
and 'between the interpersonal influence of principals and-of teachers
(p< .01). Thus, when teachers perceive their principal's level of
influence to be high, they are likely to perceive their own level of
influence to be relatively high. Amount of influence teachers
attribute to their Principal is associated with their perception of
the prIncipalle Weis of power. . Referent and expert power tend to be
positively related to total principal influence; reward, coercive,
and legitimate power are all negatively related.

Consent. The questionnaire from which the statistice were derived
TarciUd subjective responses, e.g., nTaking the ram of the typical
student in your class indicate how satisfied 'be' would be with the
way you. are doing your job." Thus, teacher self-image and other sub-
jective attitudinal material added additional variables to the ex-
periment.
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68. Enriburt, A.S. The proparation.and characteristics of
junior college teachers. Junior College Research Review,
2(6), 1968. ID 018 279

1
The ideal junior college teacher would have.strong academic and
teaching background, strong guidance and counseling ability; and
proficiency in teaching both generil end specialised courses, with
depth in one or more subject fields. A- sound pattern of preparation
Woad be a strong baccalaureate followed by a broadly..based,
academically'- oriented master's degree, with some supervised junior
college teaching, and7withprofessional coureework explicitly re-
lated to the nature of the junior college and its Atudents.'Thia
kind of preparation' requires the cooperation ofuniversitiee as
academic and research centers, with the junior colleges themselves
as the laboratories. Sinceolaesromuteachings rather than research,
is the primary purpose of the junior college instructor, the
epecialisation'of the PH.D. IS not necessarily appropriate. Somehow
the gap between subject matter proficiency and professional education
Avast be clarified and eliminated, possibly by more careful definition
of the behavior of the Competent teacher who understand? the de,-
velopmental needs of students in. the early college years. Research
could be done, for instance, =the teacher'a ability to apply
learning principles and theories in the classroom and on the logic
that the teacher's instructional procedures follow. (RRICAStract)

4
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69. Jacksonv.T.J. 1.41.1). exploration of attitudes toward faCulty
desegregation at Negro colleges. Phyton, 1967, 28(h),
338-352.

ose.' To study the attitudes of a grqup of black college faculty
era toward the desegregation of their faculty in terms of age,

sex, educational and teaching experience, sire of4nstitution and
professional rank. .

Procedure. The sample of 33 black college,facultYmembers'consisted
of '29 males and four females, whose average age VAS 42 years and all
of whomwere born in southern states. All were social acientiata.

The instrument for this study was a questionnaire developed specifi-
cally for this investigation. It was divided into three subsections.
One part dealt with the'individualle background and personal hiatory.
The twobotheryarte-required the subject to express his attitude on
two sets of 15 items using a five ,point scale ranging from strongly
agree to strongly disagree.

Resulte.- Findings indicate that while the population studied tends
rofifir the addition of whites to its faculty, it has deVeloped arms.,
of concern about the effects of this desegregation on the faculty
and.students. The faculty expreseed concern about the qualities and
characteristics of white teachers; effects upon faculty morale;
salaries and allocation of power; effects on the black teacher market;
and possible differential treatment of white colleagues. in terms of
the students, the facety expressed concern about academie upgrading
and instruction; development of black students! self -image and identity;
and student-teacher relationships.

Comment. The population is too email to give any significant validity
tfie findings. No statistical analysis of data.
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70. Jacobs, P.E. Criteria for evaluating high school English
programs. English journal, 1968, 57(9), 12754296.
ED 029 p24

This checkliettdesigned to assist English; teachers and depart.
raft in analyzing and evaluating their current programs. It is
divided into four parts: (1) the Ileac organisation and. procednres
of. the. English, program (25 criteria), (2) the phieiCal provisions
for English instruction both faCilities and equipment (11 criteria)
aOkmaterials (2 criteria), (3) the quelifioations of English
teachers. (7- criteria), and,(4) the English curriculma and in,
*traction (103 criteria). The curriculum checklist is sUbdiVided
into three sections: the curriculum as *learning syerbeet, the
curriculum as a whole, and the various parts of the:curriculum.
literature, language, ccmposition (both written and oral), reading,
and speech. (MC abstract)

1'
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71. Jenaen A.R. Parent and Teacher Attitudes Toward Integration
and Busing. Research Resume, Number 43. Builingame:
California Teachers Association, 1970. ED 041 092

Purpose. To solicit, parent and teacher attitudes toward inte-
gration and busing.

Procedure. A 33-item inventory assessing attitudes and opinions
regarding integration, 6using, and ability grouping was administered
to all teachers in the Berkeley Unified School District. The question-
naire was answered anonymously,' and also requested information on
age, sex, and race. A Parent Opinion Questionnaire, consisting of
seven questions about school integration and busing, was sent home with
every elementary school pupil and was also anonymous. It requested
0additional information on sex, race, =Ober of years schooling, length
of residence in Berkeley, and home ownership.

Results. The majority of teachers held attitudes favorable to inte-
gration and busing. Older teachers were,leas favorably disposed to-
ward integration and busing than younger teachers. The majority of
parents (80%) favored integration, but only 56.3%, of women and 48.2%
of men favored busing as a means of achieving integration, and only
a minority (34.2% of men and 44.3% of women) believed busing' would
have a good influence on their childrents education. Racial dif-
ferences existed, in opinions on busing with Negroes most favorable
Orientals least, and whites intermediate.. A majority of all racial
groups favored ability grouping. Favorable attitudes toward busing
decreased with weber of years residence in Berkeley. Rome owners
approved, of busing less than renters, and favorableness toward into-
gration, and busing was positively related to parents' educational
lev4.
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Joliabsson4 C.B., Chapman, C.R. and Campbell, D.P. College
. professors: Their likes and dislikes. American Pgohologist,

1971, 26, 486-488.

Purpose. To determine whether there is a pattern of interests in the
mg' ocational Interest Blank (SVIB) and therefore a viable scale

to aid graduate students in determining whether or not they would be
satisfied with the activities and interests of a college teacher.

_Procedure. Four hundred and twenty-one professors, equally repre-
sented within five general areas of interest, were scored on 72 male
occtpational scales of the SVIB. A professors' scale was developed-,
for the SVIB by contrasting the item responses on the 72 occupational
scales with those of men in a general sample (P.1,000).

Results. 'Man the profeseorss Scale was correlated with the other
,

occupational and basic interest scale3, three groupings appeared: high
positive correlations With the physical and behavioral science scales
and thOcultural scales of the SVIB (physicist, psychologist, artist);
low' positive to low negative correlations with the social seience,.

I

technical, and non-college teacher scales; and high negative.corke-
lations with thelmilitary, business, and sales scales.

V
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1,3:' Johnson*, k. S. A.Comparison of Foga* Teacherb! Own Usage
with .Their ittitudesloward ffs e. 0141.D.. dissertation,

Yore y 6 963

.

In spoken and Written situations which focused the teachers! at-
tentions on information rather than on their language, 'samples of
100 English-teachers!, actual language were obtainedwith respeot
to 'five debatable usages:. ',everybody...theirs!! !treason...is because,"
ftwhol!aaan object pronoun !twill/would!, .with the first person sui-
ject.to-express futurity without determination, and payeelfo. ad a
nOi-reflexive, non-emphatic object pronoun.. The majority of teaChers
expreised disaPproving attitudes toward four of the five usages for
both speech and writing. .lonethelese, '99% of the teachers were found
to Oseat least one of the Ilincorrectu usages, each of the "incorrect"
usages used by a majority of :teachers` in their speech, and three 9.

of the usages were used by a majority of the teachers in their writing.
Moreover, 94%.of the teachers used at least one of the ',incorrect!!
usages that they thelselves dieapproVeir of and would correct in their
students' work. However, when the teachers were alerted to the
discrepancies between the laniaage they teach as correct and the
language they use, 99% of the. 'teaoi,lers expressed a. wiLlingness to
change their attitudes toward language correctness end to modify their
teaching aocord.iitgly. (ERIC abstract)

c.
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74. 'Jordan,. J13., and Cessna, W.C. A comparison ofattitudes of
four occupational groups toward education and, toward
physically disabled persons in JaPan. Journal of Social:
Psychology; 1969, 78, 283-284.

se. This study investigated crelationsbipslpetween. attitudes
ow disabled and occupation.

L

Procedure.. Two hundred and eleven subjects in four occupationar
groups rrspecial education and rehabilitation- .regular teachers;
managers or executives; and labor_ers) were given the Survey of Inter-
personal Values (Gordon, 1960). r

Resulta: The special education and rehabilitation group was leas*
traditional and most progressive in its attitude toward education
and most positive toward the disabled; teachers ranked next', then
laborers, then managerst. The four groups were 'significantly diffirent
on the vague scores of, the

Comfort. A summary of a portion of a larger research project.
o.
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75. Jorgensen, Characteristics of Teachers Submittint
plications for Academic Mar Institute Programa at Oregon
State UniVereity. bprvallia:.TregonStateliniveraity,
1966. -ED 024 5E14

Analyzed were participante in six Academia tear Inatitutebi (A17)1
,195742, and a system:4a random selected one-half of the rejecteas.
,lejectees for 1960 merelKot included. Of 35 personal and pro-

..

fessional characteristics a comparison was made 'between. or among
(1)Acceptlis and reiestaea of each year acceptess for each
year (3) rejectees for each year, and (4). applicanti from Oregon,

-Washington, California and all, other geographical areas. An exten-
sive lint of conclusions was drawn from the data., A few of these'
are (1)-signifiOant differences!emong acolytes groups were gated
With respect to number of aummer institutes attended and the reading
of science jotrnals, (2) rejectsea differed in age, summer institutes
attenaeds.yearsaince last degrees graduate credit, in science,
meMberdhip in,professional.organitations and extent of professional,
journal reading, 3) applidants from Washington,Oregons'and Cali-
fornia met their respective state certifieatiplreqUitements in. terms
of science/aathematicapreparatiOn; (4) 1.n terms of American Aa-
-,sociatiOn for the Admmncement of Science (AAS) reOcamendatigns
aguttapplicantewere lacking in depth and breadth in.mathematids
and science preparation, and (5) acceptees and rejectees were sig-
nificantly different in severe]. characteriatics. ,a(ERIC abstract)

oa.
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76. = Kerlinger, P.N., and Pedhasur, N.J. Attitudes and Perceptions
of Desirable Traits and Behaviors-of Teachers. Final. Re-

New York City: New Iork university, 1967..
.07619 742

In a study that was primarily correlational in nature, relationships
between evaluators' attitudes toward education and percIptiens of
teaching behavior were determined by a,dainistering questionnaires
to over 1,000 elementary and secondary teachere and graduate students
of education from Indiana, Michigan, New IOrk, North Carolina,
Taxa% and Wisconsin: Three general questiona guided the study--
(1) the affect of attitudes 'toyard education oh perceptions of de-
sirable traits and behaviors of teachers (2) the factor structure
and content of educational attitudesi °and (3) the factor structure
and content of perceRtiona 'of desirable traits of teachers. Second-
order factor analysis reduoedra'number of educational attitude
factore.tO two- large., factors, progressivism and traditionalism:
Similarly, two second-order factors were found to underlie teacher-
trait perceptions, perionm.orientation and task:orientation.. It
was tound! that piogressive attitudes toward education were positively
and4onsistently. corrolatoid with,pertion-oriented teacher trait
pel?c4ip.tions. Traditional attitudes toward education were similarly
correlated with task-oriented teacher trait perceptions.° (faic
abstract)
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77. King, F.M. Teacher attitudes .toward acceleration. Education,
1969, 89(3), 203-207. - .

Purpose. To investigate teachers! attitudes. toward accelerated
classes.

Procedure. Questionnaires were sent randomlrto 135 secondary school
teachers. One hundred and twelve queitionnairesmere returne4 The
questionnaire-ems divided into two parts: Part 1 consisted of 13
questions directe&toward those who had taught accelerated courses;
Part II consisted of five questions for those who had not taught
accelerated clastes but whose classes contained students accelerated
in other sebjects. 3 -

Results. The data indiCatethat many teachers spend extra time
planning class wbrk for accelerated students: Class size was not
indicated as,aproblesbutmost would limit it to 25 for accelerated
claSsee. Grading was a problem 'area, for students in accelerated
classes must maintain a ertain average. In general, teachers of
accelerated classes fee that their students contribute more original
and independent work receive more hemewerk.

O

Comment. Author did not define:population of subjects or students.
This leads one to question the validity of his'findings.

<7
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78. ging, J.H., and Ellis, J.A. A survey of the characteristics
Judged to contribute to the ineffectiveness of college
teacher educators. Journal of Teacher Education, 1971,
22(3), 331-334. r

Purpose. To'obtain opihions regarding factors that have prevented
college faculty responsible for teacher education from attaining
higher achievement in their teaching, research, and service functions.

Procedure. A questionnaire was sent to an appropriate administrator
in each institution listed in the 1967 Directory of the American. As-
sociation of Colleges for Teacher Education //1412j. Completed
questionnaires were received from 300 (62X) administrators.

Results. Those faculty members Judged to be ineffective in teaching
7ipEriiikice were characterized as: (a) lacking in knowledge of their
special field and in preparation for college teaching, (b) unable
to relate effectively with colleagues and students and emotionally
unstable, (c) lacking, in motivation, creativeness and ability_to -

comiunicate effectively and (d)*unable to use instructional methods
and ateriala effectively. Those Judged ineffective in research
were characterized as: (a) lacking'in specific reiearctknow=how and
in preparation for the tasks of educational research, (b) emotionally
unstable or mentally ill, (c) lacking motivation and creativeness
and (d) poorly organized and attendant to detail. Those Judged in-
effective in, service function were characterized asibeing (a) lacking
in relevant professional experience, (b) emotionally unstable or
mentally ill and unable.to relate effectively with the broader com-
munity) and (c) lacking in activation .end ability to communicate
effectively.
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79. Klein, A.R. Relations of level and amount of teaching ex-
. perience to educational attitudes. Proceedings of the

Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association,
1970, 5(Pt. 2), 6410541

Purpose. To determine how leirel and amount of teaching experience
are related to educational attitudes and how level and amount of teach-
ing experience interacted to affect educational attitudes.

Procedure. Kerlinger's Education Scale VII (ES-VII) VAS given to
teachers and teacher trainees attending schools of education*

Mtltiple-regression procedures were used to analyze the data. .Level
of teaching experience, amount of teaching experience and the
standardized cross-product of leibl and amount of teaching experience
were used as predictor variables.

Results. While there was a negative relation between level of teach-
.

Wcirperience and progressivism (elementary teachers held-more.pro-
gressively-oriented attitudes than secondary teachers), this 'relation
varied with experience. The variance accounted for inprOgressvist
by the combination of level cif teaching experience, amount of teach-
ing experience, and the interaction of level and amount was less than
six percent.
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80. Krause, D.L. A Study of Present Practices and Attitudes
Concerning the. Letter Grading System of Secondary-School
Lan e Arts teachers and Ada strators of Oahu, Hawaii.

dissertation)Univeralty of South Dakota) 1969.
ED ag 920

The attitudes and opinions of secondary school language arts teachers
and administrators on the island of Oahu-were surveyed regarding the
traditional letter grading system and their uses of it. By adminis-
tering a questionnaire on the letter grade system and computing the
responses, data were obtained on educator attitudes toward the
definition and purpose of a grade, grading standards practiced com-
pared to grading standards preferred, factors used to grade students,
major strengths and:weaknesses of the system and ways to improve it,
and evaluation systems preferred to the letter grade. Findings'
indicated that, although tha letter grade itself and its purpose were
defined-in a. variety of ways, teachers and administrators on Oahu share
a. large majority of:the same attitudes regardinrthetraditional
letter grading system. Most of the educators agreed that this-system
has more weaknesses than strengths and-that itmet the parents' needs
more thanritmet either theirs or their students' needs. The large
Majority-of the administrators and teachers preferred to report to
parents, and students in terms of goals attained for a specific course
rather than in terms .of letter grades. (SIC abstract)
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81. I,angenbach, N. Development of an Instrument to Measure
Teachers' Attitudes Toward Curriculum Use and Planning.
Paper read at American alucationat Research Association
Annual Meeting, 1970. ED 040 127

Purpose. To determine the relationship between teacher partici-
pation in curriculum planning and teacher attitudes toward curriculum
planning and use.

Procedure. The Curriculum Attitude. Inventory (CAI) was developed
and tested twice on groups of teachers who had been identified by
their principals-aa,having either strong positive or negative at-
titudes toward curriculum planning. The CAI Is a 50-item inventory
in which statements about curriculum are responded to:on a six-point
scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" with
no neutral position option. Reliability coefficients. of .54 and.66
were obtained between. the CAI and the principals' ratings. The
CAI was then adminietered:to 257 teachers divided into groups ac-
Cording to participation or non - participation in curriculum planning.

Results. On the final administration.of the CL4a significant dif-,
er31Wice (p<.01) existed between the scores of teachers with cur-

'riculum participation experience and those of teachers without,. such
experience.
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82. Larson, M.E. A. Study of the Characteristics of Students,
Teachers,' and the Curriculum of Industrial-Technical Edu-
cation in the Public Commity Junior Colleges of Michijan.
East Lansing: Michigan Skate University Department of
Secondary Education, 1965. 19) 025 255

Observations were Made on the characteristics of students, teachers,
and curricula of the industrial-technical programs of Michigan
'junior colleges. Of the 138 teachers, 7$ were employed by five
colleges, 50% had a: master's degree, many had a BA in industria' 1
arts, 65% had up to 12. semester hours in teaching methods, the median
for subject matter was 18 hours, 21 had completed an apprenticeship,
related work experience averaged 50 months, thee median nruer.of
years' teaching was eight, and 38% had both oomiunity college and
vocational certificates. Thirty-eight industrial- technical programs
lore classified under 13 curricular headings; the most frequent
curriculum was drafting's least frequent were architecture, body
drafting, and industrial management, most coon ad aission require-
ment-vas high school graduation, most common graduation requirement
was completion of 62 semester hours with a WA. of 2.0. Among the
many findings on all the 297 students were: all respondents, were
male, 74% were undek"21, 54% were district residents, 60% were from
non-professional bacUrounds, 52% worked, part-time and. 22% full-time
while in college 39% would choose the same occupation again, most
were satisfied with, the counseling service except job placement,
40% found their own first job, 31% wanted less theory and more
practice, 39% believed college helpful in getting a job, 50%Airere
satisfied with their job although only 35% were doing college-
related work. Supplementary observational were made on the 101
(34%) graduates.. (MC abstract)
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83.°Lemeshow, S. A problem check-list for teachers.e British
Journal of Educational Psychology, 1968, 38(3), 310-312.

Purpose. To'develop a self-adminietrable check-list of eight
problem areas faced by most teachers with the intent of enabling
teachers to focus on a particular area.

Procedure. The test was administered to 500 secondary classroom
teachers. The list of problems was validated. The coefficient
of reliability on a retest of 25 teachers was .96.

Results. The sentiments expressed by the teachers sampled seem to
ST-75ngruent with those expressed by teachers in general.- e.g.
classes too large, lack of parent concern, working conditions, etc.

Comment. Although the teat seams to aid in determining what the
particular difficulty is, it does not indicate possible reasons for
the difficulty. 0

O ro
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84. Louk, R.L. An Analysis 0 the I .inions of Instructors and
rvieo Personnel ; : Certain Instructional
ems y okin: e e "as ni .
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(Ed.D. dissertation, Washing n State-Vniversity)
ED 019.084

This analysis of the opinions of administrators and teachers on the
seriousness of various instructional problems is intended to pro.
vide guides for'in-service training. The study examines which
problems the teachers consider most important and ther the
mdnistrators agree. A rating.scale,for six problem areas. was con-
structed.(1) instructional materials, (2) student relations, (3)
.course content, (h) administrator relations, (5) teaching methods,
and (6) relations with other teachers. .:Teachers and administrators
were grouped by position, education, experience, age, and sex. All
groups agreed on the importance of suitable office space, motivation:
of students, knowledge of transfer. requirements, teacherti personalt
studies, individual instruction, sound testing,,ind sharing of rooms
and equipment. Staff and administrators generally agreed on student
relations, instructional materials, course content, and teaching
methods. Agreement was lowest on problems on relations with other
teachers and administrators, and highest on teaching methods.
Despite close agreement= certain instructional problems, teachers
and administrators must'cooperate more in planning in-service train-
`tug., (ERIC abstract)
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85. Lucio, W.H. et al. Psycho ioloOcal Correlates of Female
Teacher Behavior and tional Stability: A even-Year
Longitudinal. Investigation. foe Angeles: dalifornia
,bniversitt Center for the Study of Evaluation Hof Instruc-
tional Programs, 1967. ED 021 786

This study investigated the relations of personality and the auto-
nomic.nervous system (ANS) to ratings of teacher behavior, emotional
stability, and general health as measured during student teaching
and the lst,6th, and 7th years of in-service teaching. tor 279
female subjects. The theses tested were that CO measures of in,
dividial difierehces in ANS functions afford a meani:of predicting -

those teachers who m111 be leastlikelytoHwithstand the stresses
of teaching and (2) these measures in conjunction with'indexes of
personality, mental and physical health, and controlled appraisals
of teaching performance vii]. provide improved predictive indexes
of teacher behavior. Results verifying relationehips"between. ANS
and personality were consistent with those of-previous studies of
Children and moles. Among other conclusicfewere-that (L) teachers,
who show autonomic balance in the direction Of relative pare-
sympathetic nervous system dominance adjusted least well to teaching
and (2) 'characterization of the less successful teachers as less
friendly and sociable, leasrobjective, less emotionally stable, more
introverted and sore tense, was consistent with differences in ANS
functioning. Included are 49 statistical tables,recordiflg the
psychophysiological test battery results;_a list of 33 references;
and 20 pages (*.data recording forms, rating scales, and inventories,
(ERIC. abstract)
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. 86. Maloney, C.M. Attitudes of Missouri Public Junior College
Faculty TowaviileObjectives of the OoMprehensfie Junior
College, 151650 ED 031 47

As attitudes of an organization's members are important in attaining
/ dts goals, this study proposed to determine faculty attitudes to

comprehensive college aims,. Selected as subjects were 100 full -time
instructors from Missouri public junior colleges. The investigator
expected to find transfer faculty more(favorable to general and
transfer curricula, and technical faculty more favorable to adult,
occupational) counseling, and cammintty service programs. He sought

4 opinions on the college's objectives in occupation, general, transfer
or pre-professionalvpartAims or adult, camnaatty Service, and
counseling and guidance programs. The subjects were sent a 35 -item
gneetiortillre; 60% responded. Over 70% agreed with the overall
college objectives; 52.3% disagreed with the transfer program. Points
of agreement were; 68.7% of transfer faculty and 71.4%-of technical
faculty on occupational programs; 81.6% of transfer and 73.1% of:
technical fadulty on general education; 83.3%. of transfer and4J69.9%
of technical faculty on community service; 78.5% of transfer and
68.4% of technical faculty on counseling; only 39.4% of transfer and
34% of technical faculty on transfer objectives. At least 70% of all
faculty agreed on all but the transfer function, an attitude worth
further study. The investigator suggests that-partiOnlar attention
should be paid to attitudes of the more influential facultymembers
and that a stronger orientation program -is needed, for
those who are undecided. (ERIC abstract)
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87. iisdley, D.11,, and MU, B.A. Cognitive Pastors in Teaching

St e. Paper read at laarican Educational ReeearcE-
IiWciation Meeting,. 1970. ED 038 380

Car
Per

c

purpose: This study investigated the relatio between teacher
lalasi ledge and teaching style.

P j

Procedure.° The study involved 53 secondary level teacher interne,
IM"=1 eastern V.S. metropolitan area who ta.ught science, mattematics,

Wish, anesocial studies. Each of the 53 teacherp was observed
on four occasions by a pair of trained observers and their behavior
was recorded for 'about 30 saLiutezi. One of the pair of observers used
the Flandereinteriction Analysis while the other' used the OSCAR
4V technique and' both recorded the same verbal. behavior. Scores frolic,.
these two systems constituted the measure of teacher behavior or
style.

The Conuon_Xxamination_ (CE)__of_the_National Teach:rat Examination (NTE)
(which was taken just before the beginning of their first year of
teaching) served as. a measure of the teacher's knowledge a teaching
principles. _

The CB contained 345 multiple choice items representing 19 content
areas. About half the items ibasured subject matter content commonly
found in secondary school curricula, while the other half measured
knowledge of the content of professional education courses.
Answer sheets of the 53 observed teachers and of 38 non-observed
teachers were submitted to-an analysis of variance. A statistical
exegesis is presented. Prediction of stable, patterns of classroom
behavior which may be regarded as elements of teacher style, and
which are operationally defined, can be made.

Results. A multiple correlation of .66 between Lecturing Behavior
(per /lenders) and MTN performance was found. Teachers who do better
on the science items lecture more, while teachers who do better on
the teaching principles and practices lecture less. Though science
teaching may lend itself to al. lecture fodrmat, only seven of the 53
_teachers taught science. It is then likely that teachers of other
subjects also tended to act like science teachers no matter what sub-
ject they taught. Those with high scores in literature, the history
and philosophy of education, and teaching practices, favored a
dialogue ap'proach.



Medley, D and

Various suppositions es to the etiology and dynamics of e
`differing teaching styles are offered, but reliable eta nts can
only be based on a larger ample. Two infe.rencew based on the data
were made: 1) the data !suggest strongly that the t and, kind
of cognitive equipment a teacher popsesses contribu greatly to
his teaching :style; 2) the methodological strategy, loyed in the
study holds mach primitive in the relating of teacher knowledge to
teacher behavior.



88. Netsner, 8. An, irical Criterion Validation St
IPsi

-

The findings of 84 studies of teacher behavior, attitudes, and
personality were correlated with theoretical models derived from
the Edwards Personal. Preference Schedult and the Allport-Vernon-
Liudiey Study of Values. It was concluded that (1)> an .occupational
press seesunaost evident on the EPPS Scales relating to heterosex-
uality, .lutonony, endurance, order, and deference, (2) scores on
other scales and the Study. of Valves 'showed that being a waren andin a particular college is more important in score determination

'

than being an educition major, (3) investigators of college-student
characteristics should be aware that a specific college has a
sPacific student type which will'influence the ,findinga, (4) it le
possible and profitable to secure assures of overt actions as
validity, criteria for rpaper -and-pencil personality Iseasuree, (5)
this 'EPPS and the Study of Values fora a theoretical picture of
eIegiontary school teachers which, with a few exceptions, is consis-
tent With their -operational attitudes and behavior patterns.
(ERIC abstract).
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.Ketzners S., and Nemo% J. The Teacher Aux!. -Aide or
Mid, an A is' With Annotatecnab 1967.

, il ,rx
This pap er izes and eyaluatOs'the available literature and
research on theentployment of teacher aides in our public schools.
Firsts the present status of the teacher aide is depicted, as well

4, as current rends. in the utilisation of school' aides. Then the
aims of v ous teacher aide progrnins are described in details_
!covering e full range of duties assigned to the auxiliary, as

11 .as the probleites encountered' and the solutions that have been
a tempted. I Finally, past .and present techniques and programs 'are .

ysed and evaluated, and need.ed research- and follow-up studies in
the area are suggested. (ERIC abstract)
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90.- mayor, N.J., Likwalc E., and Warren, D. Occupational and
clasm 1, differs a in social values: -1. comparison. of
teachers and, °OW workers. Sociology of Education,
1968, I:I, 263 281.-

,

Purpose.. To compare five soeia7.ralnes be tween'teachers and social
workers.

Pr e. Values chosen were: (1) individual worth vs. system
go a.. ) group responsibility vs. individual responsibility; (3)
security satisfaction vs. struggle- suffering.- denial; (4) innovation-
change vs. tralittionalism-

s
and (5) interdependence vs. iudititi

autonomy. The assessment of values was made by means of a s lal
attitudes questionitaire called the Social Values Test (72 items on
a four-point scale). a was administered to 721 public school
teachers in a large city to 103 professionally trained social
workers, 92 social work a in training, and 98 untrained social
workers.

r.
:

More social.wbrkers adheie to individual-oriented value
systems than do teacher*. Teacher in culturallp,deprived, aria,
whose schOola were indorgoing a sot involving,idanovative change,
scored higher in the. Value dime than teachers in middle-Class

"school*. Negro teachers scored her than white teachers. &Ash
teachers scored higher than Protestant tett:here, Protestant teachers
scored higher than Zatholic teachers'. Elementary school teachers
scored.higher than Junior high school teachers, who in turn, scored
higher than high school teachers.

- A a
4

Comment. The'rssUlts of this study should be considered in the
' light of arperiMentail design. Problems were too many variables, in-

sufficient'comtrols,:and a lack of'statistical analysis.. -
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91. Miller.. J.L. A. rison of Raw First Grade Clasaroom

Teachers Without ea r s Utilise
instructiona Rise and the Effect of ado utilisation
Apo Academic Nrformance of Children. 1970. ED 043 595

Tap

. This study was designed to compare the utilisatio of instructional
-) time of first grade classroom teachers with and thout full-t3me

teacher &idea, to compare the academic performance of children in
"theaeftwo groups, and to examine the relationship between teaoher
and aide activity. A. sub-purPose was the development of an observa-
tion instilment to provide a timed record bf teacher behavior,. and
this was, found to be valid and reliable, Five research questions
were formulated and statistical hypotheses established to answer
them. Ten teachers with aides and ten without were studied by
trained observer's for four 10-minute periods. "Pupil achievement los
aeasured.by the leis-Clerk Reading Readiness Test at the 8171de No
significant difference was found between the two groups, of teaohers
in clerical activities, routine activities, total group instrnotion
or differentis.ted instruction. The teachers with aides spent wore
time in clerical activities and total group instruction. 'There was
no common pattern of aide activity and teacher actiVity. There was
no evidencs,that the aide* provided more instructional ties leading
to improved pupil perform's:se, although it sealed that teacbars with
aides were somewhat more succeesitl in improving the achievement of
lower level pupils. (SIC abstract)
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92. bore, J.W. Pennsylvarda Ocanunity 0oIlego try: Attitudes
Toward Collective legotiations. Mayoralty 1Fark: ?enn-
rAvaniw State trniversity Center for the Study of Higher
Mutation, 1971. HD 00. 801

01r.

Job
Hon

This study discusses facultrittatudes toward collective bargaining,
Including collective negotiooions, senctioni .and withholding of
faculty sorvices, The purpose nos to datum:toe whether faculty
ambers' perciptions of their caputities for power and nobility were
rolated to their oxPression of relatively favorable or unfavotable
attitudes toward colleativo negotiations. Attention) was given to
possible relationships batwing' relected biographical' career variables
and faculty attitudes toward negotiations. The- data were coLl.00ted
fro* faculty in 10 of 12 junior go.11oges in -Pamsylvaniii. 00110
abstract)
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93. Moore, R. , Strnoture of faculty attitudes toward tha. univer-
sity teacher's roles 1 factor analytic study. Mutational
and. Psycho3ofical Yaasurenent 1970i 20,. 293-297.

pumps.. To assess faculty reaction to proposed changes in the
structure and curriculum of the liberal arts college of Drake Univer-
sity. This paper was a by-product_ef: lvger study extracting
faculty ,attitude on iteeuLoof ganeeal intat4grb.

Procedure. One inuid,red and eleven faculty ambers. ranging from
instructor to professor, were-given a 46-itArkquestionnaire and
asked to evaluate items is terms of preforms. Proforma* scales-
(Wolins technique, 1963) were teed; Only 30' of the 1s6 items were
need_in factor analysis, as 16 item wpre judged to be of.looal
interest` only. .

11

Disnits. Three faciors eiaergads. (1), the conservative-libera/ di-
amnion* (2) ttla degree to *doh teachers wish to help
the gadent beccale,a person; and ,(3) narrowness of goals-on the
"ivory tower approach.
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94i *See, R. and Delaney, D. Dimensions of pressures faced by
.teacherst iA factor iaalytc study. SPATZ Journal, 1970,

122-128..

Purpose. A dbaprehensive set'of items concerniagressures fice&by
teachers was 'inslysed in this steely.

Procedure. One hundred and forty- three graduate student 0 in education,
most of 11330111110210 experienced teachers, listed-Ohiblhaylelt were -

the t4acheral five greatest presaures. Stateimmxtp of Pressures of,
r Teachers (POT) mere,used,te construct a scale comprising,69Likert-'.

type item. A compareble group of 63 gradisate students in educatLi.on
rated each statement on a four-point-seale ranging from lino Pre
to weever. pressure.w Responsesmerecodia onto computer seeds, and

. a'producUmomeni inboroorrelation matrix and a principle comOonents
anilysisime performed. Components were rotated\bylfstrimax pro:te-
dium.

Results. Aialysia of the POT scale yielded 18 rotated factors in-
We% class:mom teaching,- immunity and profeseicoal responsibilities,

r ralutionships with adednistrators, conformity demands, fear of failure,
public &solstices routine classroas duties, teaching effectively, pro-
viding for the deviate student, teaching methods, teaching content, etc.

The factorial structure yielded by the POT scale confirms the hypothesis
that teachers in modern society perceive A large number of severe pros-
aism Impinging upon than. The authors feel that such pressures are cor-
tainlypaissed onto the-students. .

cs
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motheijee, BJ. Achievement values ant scientific productivity.
Journal of,Applied'Psychologyi 1968, 52(2), 1145-147:

CUL'
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u"Fifty sale teachers of various science departments of
niversity, Patna, India, volunteered as subjects for the

study. -Their ages ranged from 22 to 55 years. Tisenty-eight of the
59 participated in both graduate and undergraduate programs, 17
Were engaged in only undergraduate teaching, and the remaining five
were connected exclusively with graduate prograxus;

Procedure. each subject was asked to complete the Sentence Ciapletion
Test -(9CT) developed by Nukherjee (1960. The Pr consists of SO
forced- choice trials (one 'itiem relectisg achievement-related senti-
ment and the other two pertaining to.different aspects of manifest
needs) . The subject's scoriy)n the sdr is the number of times he has
chosen a statement reflecting achievement- related values'. The pre-.
mine fox this research is that achievesient values win PoSitivelycorrelate with thi number of scientific works published. The number
and type of pablicadons- produced tly each subject was determined by

cepletion of a questionnaire attached to the SM.- Papers pub-
shed' in scientific journals only defined each subject's level of ,

scientific productivity. Itnpublishea presentations to scientific
meetings were also - considered.

aged on their\total scores on the SOT, subjectis were classified:into
two criterion gpoups--High Achievement Value (High v Ach) and Low
ichielksment Value, (Low v Ach) a The 25 subjects scoring 22 and above
were arbitrarily designated as the High group and the remaining sub-

\ jects, scoring 21 and below, formed, the! Low group.

suits. The hypothesis that college teachers in 'miens* having
v Achyshow Epaater scientific productivity than those having

ow v doh scores as confirmed., Those subjects in the ligh'group
showed a significant difference with respect to publications when
°Capered to those in the Low grOup. It was also founii that those in .
the Sigh group participated in graduate programs whereas those in the

.L group wire exclusively engaged in undergraduate teaching. The
groups' did not, however, differ aignificantly in.terms of age or 4,
yetis of teaching experience. Thee results are consistent with Neald's

val a self-aotualisse to 'the extnt that he exercises his talents fully,
ofy .self-aatualisation wherebey a person whdrhas high achievement

and nthasiasticaLly to achieve higher goals which are related to his
Ittrther self-divelogatent, - ., .
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N*24,010r6 R.O. Teach Differentiae inattitudea Toward
Children' s teach Olaracterretics. )aperread at American
Ideational search /sea:dation Annual, !feeling, 1970. '

ZO .039 307 ,9

Purpose.; To dete$ine what characteriritics of teachers 'could be
conrelate'd with attitudes toward children's speech characteristics.

, 0, , . .

Procedure. pate were collected from 33 teachers 'respOnding on 12
semeafic differential aches to 80 speech samples Tray 16 diffeient
kinds of children. This, information was related to race, sex,. sobitit

'"i, statue of 'child, .and topic of discourse, as well as to teacher race-,7"'

'Results. Teaahers can be grouped into Tour types on the basis of
their attitudinal responsee to children's speech. TheSe types were
not detistd. They correlate with fott .undefined factors, and sub-
types are found both between' and withid the four major types...roughly
along the has of teacher race.
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97. Ntive, W.K. Adult Basic ..Zducktion Teacher -Trainers: their .
Characteristics Attitudes _sand Values; Raleigh, North

rrora y ation. 1969.
ED :051 1:57 U.

'To detersd.ne whether a three-week period ofintensi.ve,
will result in.a chemise attitude toward admv.t basin

education programs on -the part tt.r adult basic education t eacher
.trainers. . .

I

Procedure. Einety-elght participants were. selected and randcmiY
divided Into two groups. Group I gab given a pretest-on the first
day of the institute.' Group II was given-a plaagebo teetr&t.the a

some, tine. The ,pretest was "oenstracted specifically for this
group and employed a-method of summated ratingi (Edwards, 1957):
The subjects were alt.& to indicate their- "Arable toward each of

statements on as five-point Likert-type scale. A _all_iparticipante
were given thisecale as a posttest,- and all icaggited a cognitive
inventory, .lports' Study of Values 'tests and information iheetil
giving' such Variables as age, ,oducation, and length of time in adult
education (biographical data form).

. . .
Results. There was a significant difference between pretest and,
FORM attitudes in the direction of. a, more favorable attitude,

OD
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98. Nammuul, R.S. Aides for Teachars, a Report Prepared for the
Research and Development Council. Larkeptu', California:
tamelpais Union High School District, 1965. ED 015 149

a, surv ey of the literature and of the existing telcher aidai
programs in the San Francisco Bay area, the following conclusions
wri'-dratirn--(1) teacher aide programs con,kitut a new and useful
*rice to teachers and students, (2). ankide is one whb relievee

° t1 teicher of-non-professional duties, (3) Aides' tasks tall into
. the broad categories of (a) olorical. work, (1)) lay readers (c)

, preparation of enrichment materials, and (d) assistant in instruo;..
tional And resource materials centers (4) ten distribts in the
San.Franoisco area' are using teacher ;ides and consider them a wel-
coat addition to their staff, (5) both paid and volunteer programs

-era 'working weal,.. (6) the programs do re-deploy teaching loads to
allow more time f.or. instruction, (7) aide programs must have school
board and school.personnel acceptance. number of recommendations'
are me.det: They mostly emphasise the need for pre-planning, co-
ordination, and full job description. Questionnaires and detailed
findings are presented. (RUC abstract)
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RIP99. Nowlin V. t The Graduate Student as Teacher., ,American
Caancil on Education-Monograph ko. 2. New forktliZei
ttniversity, 1)b8. II 02d Da

Although the'taek of preparing grade to assistants.to be teachers
is widely neglected, acme universities are tusking an effort to make

.-the apprenticeehip aCworthwhile experience for both teachers and-
- 'their studenta. This report identifies some of the critical prob--
lens and issues associated with grease:I student instruction and
presents examples of proper end improper use of graduate students.

Jour basic teaching role' of the graduate student are defined ,and
non principles of -effective "student teacher programs are formulated.
The principles were generated at a two...der conference at the
university of Rochester in June 1967 at which academic deans from
a xamober of universities submitted reporti on programs at their
institutions. Their reports cover worms oft practices, attitudes
and beliefs related Ito graduate student instructors and assistants
at Rochester; interviews with departmental chairmen and graduate
and undergraduate students; innovations in several departmental
programs* at Rochester- and reports from other universities and of
other attunes. The

Rochester;
appendices contain program descriptions-

used as a basis for discussion at the 1967. conference. (sac abstract)
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100. Null, E.J: Relationships tween personal variables of
teachers and their per° ption of the behavior of school

.perionnel. Jourpal of cations]. Research, 1971,
64(8)? 351.394.

se. To determdia if relationships exist between personal
essof teachers and their' evaluations of the l*havior of their

principal and fellow teachers.

'Procedure. Subjects were 1,691 'beadier, in 81-Mioneapolis and
St. Paul elementary achools. Thor were given the Minnesota Teacher
Attitude, Inventory (MU), the Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
naire, and the Organisational Climate Description Questionnaire (OCDQ

completed the OC)Q, 842 completed the MTA/. and 849 completedthe .16 pi Questionnaire..

Resets. Positive correlations were fOund between *AI scores .and
scores of the four OCDQ sub4oste in which high-scores are indicative
of an open climate.. Negative correlations were found between ,KrAr

.

scored and score's of the four OCDQ suli-tests in 'which Ugh scores are
indicative of a closed climate.' Certain 'personality factors (I tough
vs. sensitive.R timid vs. adventurous, and A - conventional vs. toot-
centric) more related to the perception of certain dimensions of
organisations]. climate.

flutters with a "goods' attitude towird"children tended to perceive
all eight dimensions of *Limits in a sumer indicative of an open
climate, While teachers with a "poor" attitude, toward children
tended to view all eight dimensions in a manner indicative of ,a *closed
climate. Tints, "e relationship would appear to exist between teacher
perception of organisational climate and teacher attitude toward
children (p.<.05` was used as the criterion for all taste).
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Ott Us V. ,' and th ' R. Iliritior send Senior S_ chool
Tea-choral At tndes'-Towar AO Content
Areas. Paper read at Vational Rea ag Conference besting,
niStr: ID 026 26

A ilt..iten,'inventory was de igned todeteriine the attitudes oese-
condary teachers toward teaching of reading by checking their
,perceptions of their perm role in content area 'reading instruction,
their personal preparation and ability to teach restding,:the actual
task of teaching reading skills, and the role of reeding specialists
at the se'cordary lenrel. liespcndents item 87 faculty smatters fro=
Wisconsin junior and senior high echools. An analysis of each item -
is presented OA a five-point' seals, tinging fkgel strbngly agred(to
strongly disagree. The inventory showed that teachers recoghised the
used for a continuation of sea instruction at the secondary ;level,
that they were willinito aces') the,responsibility for teaching
readint in the content areas, that they felt 't need for sore train -
ing to do the job. (ERIC ;abets t)'
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102. Plasmer, . Teacher aides under glass. The North Dakota
Ts , 1966., ID 020 035

4

In an attempt tO evaluate the effectiveness of teacher lilies,' a
unique pro eat bams'biiisn undertaken in Grand Forks, North Dakota,
/involving experimental schools 14.teacher aides Who per-

,form as many cleritar administrative routine classroom' duties
48 pOsSib.0 actstallrboccaing olved in the process .of

, formal. Throe additional schooli have been deeignated
for the purpose f iscamparison tbroughoutthe course of the study.

,tbe three .iyear projnotk, teacher effectiveness will be
evaluated'as *relates to improved inst °tips's, the teacher shortage,
arid the potenti e of auxiliary pars 1 by the clamisroom
teacher. se nations facilita comparisons with selected
Schools m V Geo a, Irloridar) Tennesse which currently use
teacher aides in,rumlal improv t proJeo 0. (SIC abstract)
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103. PerkelL0-7.A. Correlates of teacher satisfaction i\lunior ,and senior high schools. California Journal of Iducational
Research, 1968, 19(s), 222=?P .

sg. It has been noted that junior high school tekchers indics,:te
aProPortiOnatell higher level of dissatisfaction than teachers

at other levels and express a markedly higher desire to seek employ.*
sent at stile ,other grade level or task. The purpose of this research
was to &tannin* the critical factors of dissatisfaction In terms of

-drteacher attitudes and past 'experience.
. 1+

Procedure. The sub jests were towers, selected from junior and
senior high schools in various districts in California who had been
assigned to teach science, Islanguage arts or social studies. ,ch
received,the 'Pardue Opinicins,ire and a Tx. estiomaire which inventoried
inform:Min about teachers' .be Oorrelational,.analysis- was
done to determine- the relation, be en expressiom of satisfaction and:,'
background. . i

Results. Findings inclecate tiat (1) junior,high,echool teachers in-
' dicate a significantly higher level of dissatisfaction than their high

school teacher counterparts; (2) their dissaiisfactien is correlated
with frustratibn resulting from teacher-stUdent interaclione; (3
teachers with a greater number of teaching oredits expressed s high
level of dissatisfacticam (4) teachers with additional credits ire
peychology, and child and adolescent development did not indicate re-
duced level of job satisfaction; (5) teachers who perceived the demand
for their teaching speciality as being, relatively high expressed a.
significiantly higher level of dissatisfaction with their jobs and a
willingneas to accept another position in the near future.

Casement..` Findiags indicate how iipOrtant teacher job satisfaotion is
in terms of the quality of student learning. Additional research in
the area is. etrongly indicated.

I
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101. ?hair, T.S, A Profile of
Colleges., r eye
&enter, 1968. Za, 026

This first phase of a fits-year study'of istaffilag trends in C
fornia junior colleges surveys 78 pub le junior colleges and
examines.1310 new, fUll-time faculty re hired in fall 1967.
The data will be ,cesapared with the. .collected Oar then following
four leers, , ittRorienae cetegories were (1) 11071** (2) secondary
teaching, (3) elementary tame' ,.(14). four-yeitr ihetitution, (5)

New Pacult in California
ornia

0$9
nivers

lzdCaUira.

junior'collegeit, (6) secondary . act e tea 17) elementary
practice teaching,. (8) junior liege practic aching, '(9) re-
,search, arisietant, (10) team. assistant, ( indubtrill or cam-
aercial experience.. Degrees re, noted by 1) less' than LA.
(2): M.A. awarded in 1966-67' (3) aw d before then, (14
doctorate. teacher/ re further id tified,by subject area...-
art, agricature, comer criminology drama, Ingrish, engineering, -,
,homemaking journalism, ge, libr matheiatics, Inusio)

-rinursing;,,philosophy, it cal eduaati , psychology, science, social
science, or vocati and technical; It was also noted it tley
were graduates f.,Catitornia Uniiersity or other institutions.
Charts sh the: f s for years 1967-68 and 1968-69.. The study
is expected

ow
'to (1) ,Is anX.A. sufficient? If so when and.

where obtained? Are pedagogical courses necessary? How many
and whaticind? Is supervised teaching, pristice teaching, or
teaching *sod e helpful? (10 Should the University of California
develop special teacher training programs for the junior college?
(MC abstra t)
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A

Program to Increase the Effect
-loying

Program SaluatZ. Wisco
blvicion of weans and

phis is a program evaluation of a
initietscl in two Milwaukee high *soh
.objectives, the schools involved, and
followed by the evaluation plan: Xaj
section on results, including pretest
foLlow.up study, student reactions,
'aide:: analysis, and a labora.torr ut
generally positive. s (ERIT abstract)

veness of Foreign te
age. Laboratory es:
: 'Milwaukee Pulplic Schools

Instruction, 1967. ED 025 971

Tap

ge laboratory aide project
a. Some .brief remarks On
projeot.procedures are

attention is diracted to the
and Posttest cothiparisons, a
acher reactions, a laboratory-
sation index. °Results were



3.06. Roheirt_s lk Teacher Aide 'Curriculum atRio Rondo Junior
College=ts ImplemmitatioN =festiveness" and IvaluatIon
as Related. to Its Use itithixt the toe Nieto*. Sohool Dis-
trict. /gm Angeles!: California) University,. 35137.
11F616 145?.

Rio Rondo, Juniiir Collegelestsblished 4 two-year proass to train.
teacher aides for service in the lips lietoe liassentasy.School
tribt. This report (1) traces the development of the teacher aide.
program., 2) describes the curriculum leading to the AA degree,
(3),outli s the course Asoixtent, (4) presents samples or an attitude
scale of an evaluation gorse, (5) )Late the typical :duties of
teacher des, (6) defines criteria procedures for evaluating
aides ( ) reviews similar ,progratis in four other districts (8)

s teacher action Vo the use of teacher aides anti (9)
quotes Inuit sections of the-Californit,Iducation 0414e. (ERIN
abstract
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\107. Roberts P.N. Attitudes toward mathematics of faculty and
students in three high schools. School Science and ?lathe-
=tics, 1970; 70(9), 785-793.

1. 1

ose. To learn' how higi school itudentst and their teachers felt
t sathematics.

Procedure. A questionnaire use devised consisting of three scales;
(11 attitudes toward math as a proclaim, (2) attitudes toward the
difficulties of learning math, (3) 'attitudes toward the IAA. of
math in society. There were three possible responses to each state..
ment: agree, disagree, or uncertain, One junior 'high school and two
Senior high schools in northern New Jersey provided the population; ,,t

whi h consisted of "eighth, ninth, and twelfth grade students and
the faculties of the schools--a total of 323 students and 112 teachers.

t Resifts. College-bound seniors scored significiantly higher on tin,,IZZMasurim attitude -toward, math as a proclaim; teachers score
significantly higher than studenta on 'attitude .toward math as a pro-
cess; and students scored significantlyhigher than teachers on lit-.
titude toward the place of math in society. The attitudes of the.
math-science teachers 'lore signifidantly higher than those of teachers
in other, content areas, bat only in two of the three schools.
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108. Robertson, J,11.., and Hetes, J.D. Teacher personality and the
iew,social studies. Journal of Educational Research, 1970,

.164,, 133-138.

. (1) To determine the self-perce time of social .studies
c re, (2)".to compare patterns of self -Perception to noras of

the general populatinp, and'' (3) to (determine tf students' per...?'

time' of teachers corroborates teachers' perceptions of them-
Yes 1

P k

Procedure. Subjects were 62 maIei social stadies :teachers fromArtah.
?hi student sample iris dram from the elassrooma *df the 62 teachers
and totalled approxiaately 3,700. The Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule was administered to all, teachers participating in the sthd.Y
The instrument for measuring student perception *of*teachers was de-
vised specifically for this etperiment,--the Robertson Student Per-
cseption of Teacher Attitude Scale. It consisted of the presentation,'
in narrative fora/ of six eituations, cake= to public school oleos-
rooms, Vino:red by a forced choice set of four possible re:spondee
correlating with four environments:. rejecting, deiaanding, casual,
and accepting.

Results. Utah teachers rated sivaificantly higher in needs for
=Union Intraception, Doadnancek, and Heterosexuality and signi-
ficantly lOwer (p<.61Y'in needs telr Order, Alfassient, Nurturance,
and Endurance than the national norms. ',When the teachers* scores .

for Intraception and' ffiliation (the two scales most approximating
acceptance) were summed, and,then the teachers' scores for Aggression
(the need most nearly approximating Rejection) were subtracted froa
that Buie, an r. of .3147, obtained between this combination of EPPS
variables and the Robertson Scale.
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'109. Roeen.thal, T.L. st Pedagogical attitudes of ectzVeittional
and specially - trained teachers. Psychology in the Schools,
19702 7, 61-66.

Purpose. Tiiis piece Of 'research co:hieing two studies. l'he first
sought to deter/ine-attitude change in teachers participating in
the eVerbientla Program (br) qe'veloPod, by the Theisen Arizona Center
for Earlyrahildhobd Education; in terms of iourricsulinu emphasis,
classroom practices and ednoational philosophy. The second study.-
dealt with the effects of an intensive six-week workshop training
project. The findings- of thlOe two studies were ccspared with
measures of non-progran (EP) teachers.

Procedure. Study It The- sibjects were 899 teachers (67 'EPt 812 EP)
Noat ttlocon school District 1, grades one through six Each re-
caved the Survey of Educational Attittides (Sill.)--a 75-item -test is-
fleeting positive assertions regarding pedagogical and philOsophical
interest. Items were rioted according to .a ten-point Likert.scale
frog strong agreement to strong disagreement.' In conjunetion with,
the 8EA,,, all the teaphers filled out 111102171110113 self-report forms to
,gather background information.

Study Its The subjects were 24 teachers (from 14 school districts
throughout the country) who were in the*national Follow Through
progros. . All took part in six we intensive training in the
philosophy and techniques of the EP. This training was on a *are
abstract and theoletical: level. 1 control group of 314 riuxiosily
selected teachers from the onsiiier courses at the University of
Arizona was used. An received the SEk.

Reaults. Findings indicate that both groups of SP teachers had
consistently and substantially acquired the V viewpoint. Study
V (long tern and diffuse trailing) and. Study II EP (short tern
and intensive) had significantly produced changes in the attitudes
of the subjects in terms of.pedigogical convictions.

113
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110. Schmidt, La. and Nilson, affrtivecognitive
attitude' dimension, of teachers of sable Gentally re=

minors. lbmtptional Ch13.dren, 1969; 35(51), 695-701.r
i.

Purpose. To Investigate whethar./pecial ieachkes on the'eecondary
,oval exhibit a- consistent attitude.towardaffective or cognitive rgale. i ;second factor'fftudied was to see if there was a &Litwin*
between teachers viithIverlatuo.;reaulei class experience and those" 0 .

without it iho area teaching special classes.

Procedure. The subjects were 86 secondary level special algae
teacfiera for educable mental retardates from a southern,0aLifornia
school district. The subjects were 50% sale and 50% female and /
all taught either 7 -9 'or 10-12 grades.

Form letters were randomlieent to the teachers in ehich they re-
'coivecta forced choice .questionnaire* The qUestionnaire was based
on the Preferred Student Characteristics .Scale (PSCS) as developed
by Deleon (1964).

Resilts. Data were processed in kisx2x2 analisks of variance
caa"liaur routine. The findings indicitte that special *lase teachers
place greater emphasis 'on' personal and social adjustment of pupils
than do regular class teachers and that-there are no significant
differences in terms of the other variables considered *this study.
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133.* SaltOn $ M. -Soctit 1 Saienee Iductatioll*Coneortium. 1tilb)4.- ,.
.cation 110. The Meth6dolog, of Evaluation:. Lafayette,

!wiener Purdue iimivereity. 1966, ILD 0] 001 'ee , ..,

.,
tie' alai of this paper is' to exhibit some of .the pkAilosophi41 and
practical 'deficiencies of etirrent conceptions' of how educational
instruments shot* be eValuiteds, and to 'shot ways for reducing these/ -
deficiencies. The tent nedzieational instrusentsw 18\11514 to in-
elude- such things 'as new curriculums, programed tette, inductive !

methods,. and individual';,teachers, 4 The main focus of the'paper is
on curriculum evaluation, but in the author te opinion, eilskost all
the points Made traisfer iiisediatelY to other kindis of evaluatiomi.

Vection headings are as follows-6(1) :outlines.(2) goals of evmluatiOn
versus roles of evaluation, (3) arguments for -and against formative
and emulative evaluation, (1*) evaluation 'ter procese studiess_
(5). evaluation versus estimation of goal acthi nt, (6) , inetrU-
mental *wens conbeguantill evaluation,. ,(7), a tivtrverinis
noncomparativa evaluation, (8) comparative evaluation the criteria
of educational achievements., (9). values and costs, (10)'. another kind
Of eflauation--nexplanatory evaluationSu and(11) conclusiOns. The
4isouseion which is restively elementary and etiological in the
early .sectisus progresses to an occasionally more difficult and
generally more practios.i.level in later sections. This paper -was
:written part of the Soitial Soience Sducation Consortiums, a cur-
riculum project designed to outline the concepts, methods, .nd
structure of several of the social sciences for use by teachers and
comicial= woricore at all grade levela, (ERIC abstradt)
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112. Sliarples D. and Thomas D.J. The perceived prestige or
Hots.,]. and special education teachers. Itaaptional
Children; 1969, 35(6), 473479.

e. To investigate the relative status of teachera in regular
special education.

Prooedure. Samples of 183 north* teachers from. Eogkand's special
and normal. schools were each adadnistered a 36-item paired comparison
questionnaire. The instrument required the sublokt to indicate
teaching tasks to which he attributed greater prestige.

The consistency of the scaling of a given teaching ,taek was both
within and between the savli groups.

Results. Findings indicate that a teacher's rating of various tasks
reflection of his experiences attitudes personality, and the

information available to him. Normal teaching was rated lose
prestigiously than special teaching.

Comment. The author.queries as to why it is difficult to get, teachers
Into. special education if it is a nor* prestigious profession.

u6
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13.3. Smith, iulditom, Z.11.
Toward 11 otiations: A 1'
a
Meeting, 1971., 133 048.628'

sect Attitude of Teachers

To deteridne the attitudes of. Leachers tosard negotiation
and to develop an instrument -to. predict the level of

support and'desired involvement of teachers in negotiation pro.
cedures.

Procedure. lighty.liimAeachers, in a school district considered
4rrWirepresentative of teachers is southern California, responded

to 72 attitudinal atatenente collected 'under' four. headings: (1)
Attitude toward the negotiation process, (2) evaluation of the
negotiation. prooess, (3) perception of the effectiveness of the
negotiation process as practiced in their district, and (4) subjects
uhich should be included in the negotiation process. A Torii=
factor analysis of their responses was then performed,

Results. Teachers dietingaish between two general areas of ne-
. PrilSon.-protessionsl duties and iroxicpg conditions. They are most

concerned with being involved in detersanatioa of negotiating items
in the, aril* of protessidnal duties and apparently are willing to as:.
Inuit a more passive role in the area of "orate conditions.

A
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114. Solomon, B. rdwators and the 'x'acial use in education.
Minas School. Journal, 1964, 148(1), 25-34. in 024 700

This docisent point's oat the link between mica and education as
interrelated social institutione, analyses educators' positions on
the issue, and offers a concept of educational integration. Tathin
s. racist :moiety the schools and its teachers will perforce re-
flect the daminant pattern in all the components of education. A
racist s.ttitide among teachers and school professionals is un- Pr
pletely unprofessional, and is predicated on both a faleehood about
racial inferiority and a'dishonest posture of color blindnesi or
neutrality. Segregation is in fact an abnormal 'ine of 'raation-
ship, whereas integration is a truly normal one wherein both races
would accept each other and work together on an equal footing. The
major focus of change mist be the white community *which has been
responsible for structuring this abnormal relationship. A genuine
integration effort should be tescher-initiatediand comprehensive,
to eradicate segregation throughout the field of education. The
emphasis on racial balance in the schools only avoids the need to
confront the intangible aspects of ruins. (11110 abstract)
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115. Sontag, Attitudes toward education and perception of
teacher behaviors. American Educational Research Journal,
1968, 5, 385402.

Purpose. To discover how attitudes toward education influence per-
ception of cjesirable teacher behavior.

P

Procedure. Potential subjects (teachers in public and percahlig
ii:(Mtauxi university classes) were administered the Iducational
Attitudes Scale (Kerlinger, 1958). Subjects were Selected in etch
proportions that 32 were 'rated as traditionalists on the US, 32
as progressive and 16'as persons with mixed attitudes. Each sub-
ject was adidnistered the behaviors Q-sort. Half the subjects were
asked to sort bobeviors desirable for an elementary school teacher,
while the other half sorted desirable high. school teacher 'behaviors.

Results. Tour factors underlie th* behaviors judged desirable for
elementary teachers: concern for the individual, structure and sub-
ject matteri stimulating tiachingsiand silt - control in teaching.
Bost of the progressives loaded on,concern for students; most of
the traditionalists loaded on structure and subject latter. Those
sorting for high school teacher behaviors 7ielded s4 4- results.
A general subject matter faCtor emerged that accounted foi 1:6% of
the corm variance !Satyr." Almost all intercorrela.tions between
factor arroyo on elementary and high nasal Q-sorts were positive
and ctatistically significant.

414
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116. Start, LB. Rater-iateo personality in the assessment of
teaching ability. British Journal of Educational Psy-
slalods 1968, 38(1), 14-g0.

To investigate the factors upon which the ratings of
e by their bead teachers are based.

Procedure. Subjects were 39 members of a secondary school teaching
staff who completed a test battery which included the 16 Personality
7actor Test of Cattail (Form 13) . 'The head teacher was asked to use
a five-point .scale to rate each staff member on nine different
criteria including: teaching ability, zfelatiolui with colleagues,
class control, relations with parents administrative' ability, re-
lations- with children intelligence, extramural contributions, and
relations with the head teacher

In addition, the head teacher also completed a it of test material.
'm
Results. The ratings of each teacher .on the nine variables were
ET:Fa-correlated. Obviously, a considerable halo effect was oc-
curring. The eu* of the ratings from the previoue nine ratings was
used as a tent,h variable and the -data subjected to factor analysis.
Two disiroportionate principal components were revealed.

Scores for the similarity of the personality of teacher and head
teacher were calculated. 'These were thin compared with the head
teacher es rating of the teacher's teaching abilitk, relations with
the bead teacher, and relations with staff colleagues.. It appeared
that teachers with profiles very similar to or very different from
that of the head teacher had higher ratings for teaching ability
and for social coepetence.. The teachers with the lowest ratings
had a tougher, self - confident,, zusconventionality which would`tend to
Make them independent of the bead teacher.

These findings:. bring about the possibility that the high rating
given to a .teacher who has little in common with the head teacher
may a result of an over-compensation on the part of the .latter.
Perhaps the head teacher finds it necessary to rats higher. those
teachers who have succeeded in situations where he tas not. The
anther suggests-that it may not be inherently wrong for the suc-
cess of teachers to be related to the similarity of their person
alities to the personality of the head teacher if the,head teacher

.1111,
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Starts K.B.

is a validated asasariag instrument (i.e. a suc8essfe1 teacher
himself), sad if similarities essential to good teaching can be
assessed by personality variables.

The question .of whether the head teacher is a successitl teacher
goes unanswered becalm there are no real criteria for success.
The. Implications, therefore. are that different, head teachers will
assess their assistant teacteri differently according to their own

-.personality variables. Thus, teaoher ratings may fluotuate from
head teacher to bead teacher. This vast be watched when investi.
gating teacher* ratings.
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117. Stern, C., sand Rosenquist, B. The Bevel t of an Instill.

sent to Measure, Teacher Att
1970. ID 043 655

Aid
Ten

Purpose. To determine it teacher' attitude toward evaluation is a
function of beliefs about evaluation.

Procedure. A list of items covering a variety' of research and
evaluation concerns was constructed'. Twenty.two items which
defined evaluative characteristics were rated with four Bete of bi-
..polar adjectives. Four statements beginning "Evaluation includes
were fated in terms reflecting probability of occurrence. Finally,
the tern evaluation was rated using four sets of bipolar adjectives.
This aotaprised the TATS (Teacher. Attitudes Toward Evaluation). It
was given to 39 subjects including Read Start teachers Child De-
velopment Supervisors and other specialists in cattily childhood edu-
cation. There was a pretest, further orientation on eysavation, post-
test design which is not explained specificallY.

Results. There was a high positive correlation between attitude 'tcr-
ward evaluation and the obtained measure of' the attitude on the TATB.
Increases in knowledge about research or evaluation were paralleled
by increases in favorable attitudes toward Teri s 'components of
evaluation..



118. Sweeney, D.B. T-Gro thod
Meet on Tema,
Teach Attitude
Central Scheel Distri

1;

F l

of Sensitivit Tr " US' *

1111 it arn III I iota
Setauket, LT.: Three. Village

1969. is 038 372

Purpose. To determine the affee of T-Oroup sensitivity training
on teacher attitudes..

.

Procedure. The subjects were 25 lechers in the Three Village ,

Central School District of Satanic, , New York, idio were enrolled in
a course described as an experie.. - in sensitivity training. A
control group of 16 teachers frog ,e sami.distriat was used. They ,
were enrolled in a course in./roquoi Indian History.

At the first iseetin of each course, the subjects received the
Ninnesota Teacher Attitude inventor;. This was readmi.nistered at
the.end of the two courses

Results., 'An,a13rei.s'of the data indicate that the experimental
scores increased five to 20 peice, ile points.

Cont.emie A good discussion as to the re one behind the findings and
the implications for future research.
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119. Teacher Aides or Auxiliary School Personnel, Ar.

*ante: Iducat lonai &mace Bureau, tic.,
4 1gD 024 620

This publication discusses the rale and funebion of the teacher
aide. Pita, the sale of the teacher aide is described as it has
evolved in 12 school oysters in the states at Hlobigan Missouri,
Connecticub, Massachusetts, California, and Oregon and federally
*seated progrens. Second, program guidelines are provided under
the headings *Clarifying Cbjectives "Deter fining ?potions of
the Aides *Clarifying Responsibilities,*- *Preparing the Teachers *
"Selecting the 'Right' Aides tor the Program,* *Providing a Treinifig
Program,* *Isployaeat Arrangements 'I and witrabtating the 4ides and
the Proper.* The third topic discussed is the recruiting and
screening of sides. (MUT abstract)



S., Dimensions of teachers' attitudes toward in-
tional podia. American Educational Research Journal,

2968, 5(1), pl-98.

rpose.. To determine teadherat attitudes toward three different
media of instraction,4raditional, mochanisodand automated.

PrOcedure subjeCte were 179'teachere-enrolle to
education courses. They were asked to rate their a udes tOwird
16 terme'deser1bing'the instructional *sdia Edna scales` drawn from
the semantic differential (OsgoO4 19$7)!.

Results. Recluse of the aide range of ezatrienCe of thew teachers
With the different media questionod, the-464140 based 94L.V4s--
population, ehoUld be Iooked.atcarsA04.

Findings do-4E4104e that the threat of autciation is'a fSctor in
thsteacherst attitudoe,toward the)msdia.- Istomated.sedia was the
cost: disliked, jaeOhaniSed less so, and traditional Pedia:lees4r0...

firrod.
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121. Tom, C.L. , What Teachers Read to Pmils iii the Xiddle Grades.
(Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State Mniversity) 1969.
ID 041 88?

To ascertain, oilassify, and evaluate the. quality of prose and
poetry read to pupils in grades 14.6 by their, teachers and to deter
mize some of the situational factors that affected this reading,
a 30-item questionnaire containing objective multiple choice items
(coicerning teacher background, library facilities, and read-aloud
practices) and open-ended items (requeiting"the titles of prose and
poems (that teachers had read to their pupils from September 1967; to
Anne* 1969) was sent to 1,020 teachers in five states. Information
was obtained from 582 teachers- objective items were analysed with
Ohio State Questionnaire Analysis Computer Program, "bee the
quality of each title was measured on a four.ipoint scale determined
by, its rating in two current standard bibliographies. Findings in-
dicated that (1) a large proportion of teachers-value reading-m.14nd
to their pupils; (2) the prose and poetry choices of men and women
teachers vary little; (3) more fiction than nonfiction is read aloud,
and the fiction read is of higher *laity; (h) reading choices de-
pend on what is easily available in textbooks and the school library;
and (5). teachers used to know More sabout children's books and poetry,
eecia.11y contemporary materials. (ERIC abstract)*
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4Treffi tiger D.J. it el. Teachers' Attitudes About Creativity.
ID 013'803..

To determine the effeets of an inserrics program on teachers at-
tititlega about creativity; *bout 250 teachers and adminiatcators, .
fres all grade levels, in a city of about 20,000 in northern New
York attended * four-day-institute creative problem-solving.
The program consisted,of one-hour.formal presentations on current
theory and research in creativity and problem-solving, sad die-
oussions of the presentations. A l4 -its attitude survey, utilising
both a five-point Zikert-type scale (strongly agree or disagree)
and a rating on a five-point scale of the truth of a statement was,
administered before and after the programa. It was found 'Wait afterthe .program (A) More teachers agreed with the statements, (1) toThe
creative child is not Mei/ to be we11-liked by his classmetes, t
(2) ',It is possible to imoprove stedenbst ability to think -creatively'and to-solve 'problems, ,could identify the ,children in 7107classroom who lift the most creative, f'iinct-,(4) ?Mbar* is a very thin
line between the very creative act and the pathological.," and (B)more teachers disagreed with thi statements (1) "Oar efforts_ to im-
prove Creativity. are In vain teens. it is

statements, (1)
national

strength,7 and (2) gloat paper and pencil tests do not really wastrel
students' creative abilities." is concluded that such 12111/11ViCe
programe, are valuable in developing increased understanding ofcreativity. (ERIC abstract)
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tbe American

a) To uncover faotors related to the innovative bet*or
as tic 'and thereby contribute to the notion of the teacbe*As
a fetential *bongo agent; (b) To apply Lewints *theory that behavior
is a Innetion of the interaction of the person and the anurixoesent
in order. to demonstrate that it explains behaVior more 'clearly ,tban
either factor alone, k

?recedure. Subjects were 304 teacher* who had submitted proposals
ror Minl-granta.. They were divided into two groups: those **se
proposas were iecepted (152) were termed innovative; those whole
proposals were rejected (152) were termed non-innova,tive. InwovatiVe.
Voss was considered the independent variable. Op:meeker school
climate as perceived by the teacher was dells# as the moderator
variable. Hach teacher completed Organisat;ional Climate
Descriptive Queetionnaire (Halpin, ). -TM main dependent variable
was personality of the teacher in of abstractness as imaeared
by the System IV scale of the Interpersonal Topical Inventory (ITI;
Theban, 3.966) . second dam.ependent variable was defined as external
eupport. It consieW of two items intended to ascertain whether
the tubber bad received adiinistrative support for-the mini-grant
proposal.

Results. Teachers in Open Cilimates received significently mores
EIma support than teachers in Mosel ,Climates (p< .01)." There

was a significant Interaction between teacher innovativeness *and
alienate- on the measure of teacher abstractness (p< 41):

aosseent. Since manY vsriiibles may have been reeponsible for the
acce'iraaoe or rejection of the grant -proposals, it seems
questionable, that ,their accept anoe or rejection could be considered
an accurate measure of innovation Per se.
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\124, Turley J.D. ttitudes Of Rhode Island Secondary School*
English Teachers Toward Certain Onjectises In-tne Teaching-
of English. (*LI diseertation, Boston University School.
of &lunation) 1960. Ea, 048 *264

The purpose of, this study was to (1) compile a ±tat of English
teaching objectives based upon a study of the literature; (2) dis-
cover teachers' attitudes toward these, objectives; and (3) compare
the 'attitudes of the teachers graved 'according to age' sex, com-
inaty composition level of teaching; academic training, college
major; longevity; Ind studentibility, The study tested the bypn;44
thesis that these characteristics'do influence English teachers.'
attitudes. Procedures included a survey of the literature; a
classification of objectives, into categories,-and the coustrtct .on.
of a five4oint data gathering questionnaire which was circulated
with a 68.7% rettirn and a reliability quotient., of .70. It con-
cluded that (1) the acceptability to teachers of a majority of the
,objectives eras significantly related to' one or more of the pro-
fessional characteristics; .(2) English teachers are more interested
in practical goale directly related to the study. of English'thar in
some of the social and boanistic Implications of ,the- teaching of
English, and (3) professional characteristins influende teachers' .

attitudes but not to the extent that neat formulae for predictability
can be Justified. (ERIC abstract)
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325 Turner, R.L. Begirmint Teacher Characteristics and Bo-
Teacher less -.Same PriaicAve

966. 015 US

As part' of a larger *tidy dealing with the beginning teacher's '
adjustment to teaching, the relationship between begiiming teacher 'a
persoruiel-stmialnifid problem-solving characteristics and the
teaching -problems experienced them was exudned. Data were
gathered through the o results of the Teacher Character.
istics Bohidule (TCS, admix& ed as they began teaching), inter-
views with the elementary supervisor, the director of elmmentarY
education or the Superintendent, and -It

the
tilled, out, by;

the principal of' each teacher. Fr= the responses eight oateigorles
of school problems were isolated. Scores of teachers in a problem
category were then 'compared by anilyais of variance with those of
the mosproblem group on the ten teacher characteristics of the MO.
Mont the findings were--(A)' teachers with subjeat matter problems
did not differ significantly on any characteristic from those having
no problems, (B) those with management problems had less favorable
attitudes towards the school staff than those-with no problems, (a)
teachers with discipline- problems differed. significantly on six
characteristias--(1) warp, understanding, (Factor Z), (2) argani do
businesslike, (Factor X), (3) attitude towards school staff, ( tor
Q), (4) stimulating, imaginative, (Factor Z), (5).tr*ditionalv .

Permissive, (Factor B), and (6) Problem seving-perforianee, ERIC.abstract)
..
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RelTut- 126..- Tuer, R.L. Differential Association of 21 Sehool
Teacher Chirac
keyort. llocautagim: Indianatrni iy,

An experlient ass conducted to investigate ,three orthogonal di-
INUISiOne, of school dictri cts--per pupil imea.lth, urbanisation., and
socioeponomd.c,statis--and three aspects of schools--socioecoocodc
status, weighting of teacher behaviors by principals, and type of
wapervisory organisation--in relation to the level. or status of
and the valuing at two orthogonal sets of teacher chiracterisbios.
The first set was comprised of task performance variables, theascend of personal' social variables. Firet, instrumental were de-
veloped to measure teacher characteristics. Then a sample of ap-,proximately 650 teachers tram from 52 schools in 20 Indiana school
mutates was studied.. Statistical analysis of the results indicated
that school districts above the state average in socioeconomicstatus hold a susbantial advantage is attraolling and mmintainiagintermediate teachers superior in task performance, but there is ne
general relationship between the task performance of primary teachers
or the level of personal...social characteristics of primary or inter-
mediate teachers and any major dimension of school districts.
Xoreaver, the valuing of teacher .characterisbies is almost *ally
coordinate to the presence of a supervisory organi.satien in the
echool district. (nun abstract)
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127. Vedral. M.M. binational viewpoints and teaching patterns of
j*nior high school teachers. Tlliaois School Research,
1971, 7(2), 24-28.

. Perpose. To investigate, by curricular pattern of_organisaticur,
the educational viewpoints of junior high school teachers, their
students' perceptions of their .teaching patterns, and the relation-
ship of the teacherls educational viewpoints to their students!
perceptions of this teaching patterns.

Procediire; Subjects- were 39 language arts and social Studies
teachers and 1,969 studinits. Teachers rexponded to. Characteristics
B-Icbusational Viewpoints Scale (Ryan, 1960), Students responded .

to the Minnesota Student Attitude Inventory Menders) .

tasiats. Separate subject toUchers espoused more traditional view-
points than block time teachers (p<.05)* Students' 'perceptions of
their teachers' teaching patterns by curricular organisation was rig -
nificant at the .01 level. .
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128. Wa Berg, H.J., and Welch, W.W. Personality Characteristics
of innovativcs T

souther 1967.- ID 015 IRA

Purpose. To determine how innovative physics teachers" personalities
fat from their colleagues', and how theii personality char-

acteristics relate to their knowledge of physics and attitude toward
teaching.

Procedure. The subjects were 36'nelse taking part in a briefing
session for a new physics course. Lich reoeived the 111port-Ternon-
Lindsey Study of Talvkie (An), the Xdwards Personal Preference In-
ventory, the -Winnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (WfAl), and the
Test of Selected Topics in Physics (TSTP unpublished to date of this
articile).

Results. Analymis of the data indicates a41llaritiss between the
personality traits of innovative *warms teachers and creative
scientists. On the AVL, subjects scored significantly higher than
the norm population used to standarise test on aewtobstic and

.

theoretical values, and significantly lower on economic, political, and
religious values. On the =PPS, the subjects scored significantly
higher than the average male high school science teacher (as found in
an earlier study) on auto:wow and heterosexuality, and lower on at-
filiation. Teaching attitudes correlated significantly with social and
change values and with knowledge of physics.

133
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129.. Walker, W.J. Teacher pereacality in creative school
virooments.' Journal of Iducational Research,. 1969,
62(6), 243.246. -

44

. To °carpal* high creative secondary school teachers with
oral secondary school teachers on their level of stereopathi

(authoritarianism).

*114

.i7I1

A panel of professionals in the ,fields of psycholog7 and
n defined the variables for a creative vs. a traditimal-
Your high schools were Matched in terms of 11100i0SOOMISie

and student ability« A total of 125 teachers, from the four
achdols, received a modified.version of the Iwrentozy of Beliefs
(Form T).

Results. Findings.indicate that high creative school teachers are
"To rThaptive, flexible, outgoing, pormiseive, and muturant--
characteristics which are believed essential ft7i the fostering of
creativity in students.

It was concluded that high creative teachers are less stereopethic
than traditional teachers.
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130. ifehling, La. and Charters LW.,, Jr. Dimensions of teacher
beliefs ,about the teaching process. Aittimajduglasma
.21120ALCILLSIX21a, 1969, 6, 7-JOs

To idiontily,the principal dimensions of teachers, belief
regarding the classroom teaching-learning process»

Procedure. Subjects were active classroci`teachers frostthe central
IMTYs Eight groups ranging from 52 members to 291 members (Total
N-966) were presented with questionnaires (revised and further re-
fined after each administration) of a Likert-type format with five
or.six response alternatives. Factor analyses of results were made.

ReSults. !Mgt* relatively independent dimensions of teacher beliefs
were isolated: subject matter emphasis, personal adjustaent ideology,
student autonomy Ts* teacher. direction, emotional disengagement,
consideration of student viewpoint, classroom order, student challenge,
integrative learning.:

Comments- Wang & Charters identify the first two dimensiOnS:as
akin with Ierlingerts measure of attitudes toward educatiOn.



131 *litho ld J.D. An Attempt to Measure the Scientific At-
tiffs of Elementary 56hoor Teachers. -(Ph.D. dissertation,
Sall State liniversityl Mo.- ED 053 958,,

EPL
Tea

_,'1The aevelopment refinement, and validation of a test; "The
Sol,' is Attitude inventory," to be used to assess the scientific
attit s of elementary school teachers is described. The final
70-i imatrument was adminigitered to a population of 224 els.
men Ateachars in graduate study at the masters level in one .

institution. A series of sub-tirets, each with a reliability of at
least 040-was identified". (101I0 abstract)
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132. Weinstook, H.R. and Turner, R.Z.
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Aesearolt Association Annual Meeting, 1970.- 18 plso 128

To. contrast the philosophical orientation, logical *m-
oney, and teaching attitudes of elementatly and secondary school

teachers in two St. Louis, school disbriets--one lower :socioeconomic
and =Jun, and -one middle socioesonoada and eubanban.

Procedure. A total of 318 teachers responded, to the (RIO Scale of
Logical Consistency in Ideas about iducatd.on, and the ittnnesote.
Teacher Attitude Inventory. Kfiltivariate Elapse of variance were
used to ascertain differencei between ihe two districts.

Renate. Logical consistency urns found to be highaat Cat the .02
Wiro o"f significance) among suburban teachers in the 20-29 age
group. Both urban and euburban telaahers displayed an empiricist,
rather than a rationalist philosophical trans ot re_feretcce toward
educatiOn. However, as a group, Ouburban teachers were wore
logically consistent in relating theory to practical *Iwo about...
education. Logical consistency in teachers appears to be 131101T
related to age and choice'of school districts. Lees relationship
appears to exist between logical consistency and sex, master!
degree attainment, or teaching level.

137



133. White, Li., and Hall, N. Nalti,dinensional comparison of
the attitudes of superintendents and teachers in

j ority Negro :whoa dLetricte of the south. Journal
of Mutational Research, 1970, 63(8), 339443

EFL
AIL
Ain ,

Aro

. To compare the attitudes of teachers and superintendents
on -related concepts and to d,eternine if teacher attitudes were

d during a six4wiek institute.

Procedure. Subjects were lisis teachers (129 black and 15 white) ro- .
presentfig .six scholia districts, and 52 White superintendents frau:
school districts in seven southern states. At the and
conclusion of a -week teacher institute, each Partici was
asked, to rate ten concepts on a seven-point, scale using 12 bipolar .

adjectives. The concepts were: this sussert a institute, the
econoldoalty-deprivid child, myself, a Iegro teacher, -a 'white
teacher, Negro principals, 'White principals, other teachers, a. Negro
child, a white

Reallts. (1) put icipants,,,?aintained a high, positive feeling
. .

and worth. for the -institute. (2) The No teacher was
Perceived by 'all participants as lower in ability and overall value
to the c system, (3) The attitudinal approach of teachers is

ferentiAted fru that of principals and superintendents.
(ls ) A change in teacher attitudes can be expected over a eix.Week
period.

4
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Jetties and measures of
UR-Research Bulletin,
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between certain staff character-
holding power and expenditure,

842), 1968. XD 026 70

This study exesinss the relationship of 40 factors of eleientary
(I.6) and high school (10 -12) staffs to at asuree of school system
holding power and to net current expenditure per .pupil. The staff
data were collected, in 1962 from a single of 68 districts and the
holding power data were collected later from !the 'sue districts.
The data are treated statistically in three steps: (1) The per
cent/Igo of staff falling in each, index of, every factor is deteudned
for both sets of data (X-6 aie. 10-12), (2) -the percentage falling
1.n each index is correlated with holding power and expenditure, and
(3) the indices are .combined so that, every possible combination is
adds and correlated with holding power and expenditure. live factors
show a significiant and logical relationship: origlas of Otaff, travel,
literary interest, college training, and professional interest, The
factors age; distance lived from work, intent to Tessin. in present
position sex, :marital status, number of school age children, children
in parenl Amdly, residence while a college student, and level of
father** education show a significant relationship but have%no logical
theoretical explanation, The results *morally parallel those of
similar studies. (UM abstract)



135. Wiles D.K. Raoial attitudes of inner-city teachers. Urban
gibleatlen 1971 6(2/3), 273..278a

M. Prior studies have indicated that inner-city school
s exhibit least favorable attitudes toward non-vhite and dis-

advantaged, students. The purpose of this study was to assess the
racial attitudes of inner-city teachers.

Procedure. The 272 subjects were take . frame the sans urban school
systea used in the Coleman. Report ( c and in a study by the
NationalAdvisory COldssion on Civil i .rders (1968). Each re-
calved a qiumirbioma (Mee, 1969) lat tapped attitudes
30 forced .choice items.

Results. Analysis of the d,ata indicates t these bumbr-oitr
UESis exhibit contradictory attitudes * 4 t racial integration
of schools. They agree on the value of integration in tents of
promoting academic achievement, better self-concepts and better
relations, bit disagree on the means and plans for integration.

f47



136. William, P. et af. Attitudinal Correlates of Ohildrents
'tn.& Characteristics. Final kastins
raiveraity Center for Consuni oatt Beeearcho 1971.
X0 02.213

see. (1) To discaier if a two-factor judgmental model of
co nce-Oagerness and ethnioity-nonstandardness, oould be repli-
cated with the use -ot Tido* tapes and other teacher and pupil
populations,

(2) To determine if the judgmental procese tended to reflect a
eocial eterotype elieted quickly and by only a few cues, or whether
it reflected,* more detailed perception.

(3) To determine the relationship of teacher characterietics to
children" a speech.

(14) To determine *at prelisdialv (widows) might be obtained of the
relation between judgment of speech and a teacher's expectation of
academic performance.

Procedures Study I. Six one-minate video tapes were prepared for .
each or Am ethno-status groups: Black Xiddle (BX) and Black lower
(BL), NexicaurAmerioan !fiddle (M) and Lover OW, and Angla,Xiddle
(AX) and Leiter (J11). The tapes 'were viewed by 102 undergraduate
tamale students steed in a coarse in speech for prospective
tmlohrs-4104 were freshmen and; sopilsoras and Anglo. The variations
in presentation made of the tapes 'were: audio only (and.), visual
only (vie.), and audio-visual (iv). Theo. were administered in a .

Lindquist (1953) Type IV testing' design. Subjects were given sten-
(lard instructions for prepared semantic differential scales and
were told the task vie to see how the children so4d differ in
ratings.

Results: Study 1. Children...from the 'riddle status group were con-
siirtenti.y railed more favordbly on confidence-eagernees than children
from tbe low status group (p<.01).' Xtbnicity-nonstandardness
not ;vault in anticipated status differentiation when the child is
seen, but not heard.



Procedure: Studi U. six two-minute stinging video tepee were pre.
pared using the sane etbnO.status distinctions as in Study I. Thee.
were presented to 15 teachers and prospective teachers frog upper
division and graduate sumer courses (114 Anglo, one Black). Ten
Items frau the eemautio differential seale in Study I were used with
the incluaton of five filler JUNI. Those scales were
printed on Hollerith data cards.. Subjects' were tested individp.ally
and allowed to request playbacks of the tape. lror each video tape
prissentatio, subjects were given a shid'fied deck of l scale cards
and instructed to distribute then on a teble-and complete then in

as order &mixed. The extfject was-to stop the taps sad mark the
scales as soon as he was able to saki ,a judgment. As each wale use-
eempleted it was to be deposited in a box. Time taken aid order of
scale ccmpletion.were noted.

U. It .vait anticipated that scales pertinent to

T-49 x dardaese ratings would bee used prior to those for
confidence-eagerness. There was no eignificant variation. There
was significant ditTerenoe in latency of responee involvini the
ethnic variable. The order of latencies were: )3 (96.5 sec.),
X (91.1 eec.) and A (811.8 sec.). There was also a signif icant
ethnieity-by.itatus interaction (p< 002)

Procedgret Study III. Ten itens from the Semantic Differentia/
Sca3s (study I) and five filler items were printed in randomised
order on a sheet of paper. The sub fiats from St,* LT were re-
quested to fill in stereotype response booklets consisting of six
brief descriptions of the ethnic: and status groups of children in,
the video tepee. A3.1 six descriptions were on ow page, followed
by six pages of

the
differential, scales. This wasdone one

'week prior to tile video tap. presentation. Video tape testing was
dons bildiT16113-17 (NH Stud II). Three to firs days after video,
taping, objects wore one* sore requested to fill in the stereotype
response boolelets.

Results: St Ratings of stereotypeCdescriptions_ of chil dren.
speech samples often corresponded in terms of

the tire: judgeental kdiisensionst oonfidence-eagereess and 'ethnicity..
nonstandsrdness (p<4.05). .There was a high correspondence between

!. pre. andtb.stereotype ratings.



Willsrias, F, et l.

Procedure: Study IV. Forty-four undergraduate echusation majors
(1Oa _tanass t latts), unrolled in a speech course for elemintary,
tiathers were shown video tapes of individual 5th and 6th grade
male children, representative of three ethnic: groups. Each child
was assembling a plastic model car Ail. ..describing what he was
doing and what he intended to do with his car. The audio portion
of the tapes was dubbed. The Anglo child was always paired with
the Anglo dab) however; twat Anglo dubs were paired with the visual
image of either a Mexican-American or Black child. It was possible
to ,compare ratings of standard English speech as paired' with
children of three ethnic typest

Two weeks prior to the video taps presentation, subjects completed
a pretest response booklet requesting imagined ratings of a slack
child, Anglo child, and Itexican-Americat child on mlttation fermis?

Each group of five or six subjects saw a dubbed standard `English
tape of a Black oi-Mexican-Aaericart, a non-dabbed tape of a Black
or giadean.Aaterican, and MI Anglo non-debbed tape. They* weirs sated
to complete the *mai* differential, scales (Study I).

.

Results: Study W. Results of ths analysis- of variance of ethnicity-
nonstanderviness ratings revealed a significant main effect on the
ethnicity dimension (p<.001), Thue visual CMS of ethnicity did
bias teachers judgments of the 'same ittandard English samplee.

.,,Procedure: Study V. Two hundred and eighty-eight tsachsre in an in
service train ng program were shown a series of video tapes describedin ;mime studies. Each, teacher saw sin video tapes involving
tour test *minces. Subjects were asked to fill out test booklets
which contained 15 speech evaluation :wales, an evaluation for* con..
'taining scales for assignient of a child to a graded class of 1-5,
and three sheets of stereotype label 'stimuli. Mien the teachers, had
filled out the sterotype label 'stimuli, the video tapes Were ishOwn
and the evaluation was canpleted.

Results: Stu V. Low statue children were rated is more ethai
no than middle Oats*. Both Anglo and Black teach.

rated Anglo children is the lest ethniq and nonstandard. Mexican-

1 3



Aterican bathers differentiated only the Black children as the
low and "Aida* status groups. The only signifiCant vartirtion in
confidence-eagernioss ratings was in term of ethnicity. .In terns
of elasig assi.nonts, etbnicity-nonstasdardniss vas the aces salient
predictor of class placs*snt in language arts, loth, and social
studies predictions.

1
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137. Wilson, A.P. Personalty Characteristics of Teachers in
Relation to Perforimice in an IndiadwaLlr Prescribed
Instruction Final ore. Logan: -Utah State

PurRose. To deteratim whether a relatiOnship exists batman per-
sonsaity characteristics of teachers and their 11101300 in inplement!-
ing the Individually Prescribed Instruction Program. (IPI) .

Procedure. Forty-three teacherai participating in IPI programs in
Oregon Washington, Montana, and Idaho colopieted Fora A and Fora B
of Cati ,talis 1 Pesrsonality Factor Questionnaire and the Personal
Data Sheet. Three people (directors of Individually.Prescribed
Instruction program) observed each teacher for approximately. two
hOurs and rated each teacher on the Rating Scale of Teacher Inge-
mutation of Individually Prescribed Instruction, Each teacher re-
osived two later ratings at two-week intervals. The IPI rating
scale consisted of Ii items (statements of behavior) set up as a
Ilkart-tna mass with a shoice of five responses to indicate tee-
quenoy..

Results. Wo significant differences were found between wean scores
on the16 Ph of more successful and less successful. IPI teachers.
isusber of years teaching experienoes number of "wars within the
school district, and age of teachers were found to be not significant
as factors correlated with wore or less success as IPI teaohers.

Cont. It is Wilson's opinion that the Mill size of the sample
was responsible for the failure of his results to achieve -statistiCal
sigrdtiasnce.
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138. Witmer, JAL. The Teacher's Ouidance'Rale and Functions as . -bReported br smaarkera

torsonnel and Cruiciince Association Convention, 1968.
XD 030 890

Teachers (556) in the elementazy schools of Florida completed a
Liluert-type rating scale' containing 65 items isolated to guidance
practices, and 15 related to guidance principles, The guide:16e.
function was, perceived as a major responsibility of the classroom
teacher. Major guidance functions used by the teachers _are listed.
The practices having the greatest value for se teachers include:
CL) .using cumilative reword information, (2 identifying exceptiinal
children* (3) helping children explore the d of work, (1) help-
ing children with learning said adjustment (5) helping to
develop special interests and aptitudes, ( ) taking core of phyidcal
deficiencies and (7) helping pupils eziedits their attitudes and
-feeling" toward themselves, The elementary teachers recognised the
used for additional guidance services, and accepted' the idea of a

.i.:guidatv3e specialist. The role of this specialist is developed in
to those areas in which teachers felt assistance was needed.

(1R10 'abstract)
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139. Witmer, J., and lerinden F. Perception of school climate:

oCmparison of black .and white teachers within the same
. schools. Journal of the Strident Personnel Association

for Teacher Education, ipio, 9$ 1-7.

o Purpose. To determine how the teachers in recently court-ordered
desegregated schools would perceive their schools' climate and
whether the two races would differ in perception.

Procedure. The entire faculties of ten recently integrated schools 46hi
in northern Plorida,vere given the Survey of Interpersonal Relation- IF
ships (Witmer, 1969). Data were analysed using a t-test of the
difference to &herniae: (a) Teacher vs. Principal, (b) Teacher vs.
Teacher, (a) Teacher ye. Self, (d) Teacher vs. Non-teaching Personnel,
(e) Teacher vs. the Different Type Student, and (f) Teacher s«
Students in General.

Results. Jo signifioant differences existed between black and white
eachers in their perceptions of the school pilaw:14Na nor in their
perceptions of how studente should learn in general. A difference
significant at .05 exteted between the groups regarding the Teacher
vs. Different Type Student, with blackyteaohers perceiving a better
relationship. On the category of Teacher VI. Self, the black teacher
perceived *ore conflict (significant at.05). The white teachers
perceived less conflict than black teachers on the Teacher Ts.
Teacher category (significant at .01). On Teacher vs. Non-teac.hing
Personnel, the black teachers perceived better relationship with
the non-acaderda staff (significant at .01).
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3.40. iTygal H.R. Personal Characteristics and Situational Per- ,

captions of Junior College Inwiruotors as Related to
Innovativeness. (Ph.D. disserlatton, texas University)
19*. ED 019 964

The purpose of this study me to identify persona characteristics
and situational perceptions uhich differentiate junior college
teachers rated as innovators frail junior college teachers rated as
traditionalists. Teachers in four. Texas junior acaleges mere rated
by their deans, and 52 who were rated as in traditionali or innova-
tive groups conpleted-a.questionnaire. Variable* studied included
age, six, education, experience, teaching fields, cosnoppliteness,

perceptions of their awn innovativeness in relation to that of
Jr colleagues. With VA exception of age, all peisonal and

background characteristics studied appeared to have little-value in
the prediction of innovativeness. Innovators perceived thenselvee
as more innovative than the average; while traditionaliste con-
sidered.thenselves at least average, in innovativeness. (mac ab-
atrect)
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1111. Tee, A.R. and Erudite? B. Factor content of the Minnesota
Teacher Attitude Inventory.. American Educational Research
Journal, 1971, 8, 119-133

se. To provide a factor analysis of the Minnesota Teacher
Inventory (MAI) and to provide a factor swards of

-practicing .teacheral. MAI responses as a basis of comparison and
more general application in the assessment of teachers" attitudes.

Procedure. Subjects were 368 intermediate gold* teachers. They
igreraren the Minnesota Teacher Attitude lnrentory, which was
scored with a new logical scoring ,key (Tee and Kriewall, 1969) which
Tee -claims provides slightly higher consistency than the original
key. The rear:ewes were intercorrelated and fa.ctor-analysed bT
'Mane of MAX1PAC, a statistical computer program. 9

Results. rive factors account for 25% of the total variance of the
Marone: (1) understanding and democratic vs. aloof, harsh, and
autocratic in dealings with pupils; (2) an attitude dimension toward
children's capacity and willingness to work cooperatively with
teachers in planning, fulfilling, and evaluating classroom. work;
(3) attitude of teachers toward proper handling of children's be..

`c.havior; (4) laissez- faire vs. controlling attitude, toward children;
(5) pupils aoquiescence to the teacher.

149
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1l. H. The Political World of the. High School Teacher.
geginet Oregon lintvermity, 19bb. 11) 014 709

As a political leader and as a communicator of politicaa ideas
to students, the high school teacher is investigated in four
situations--(1) reacting to job and environment, (2) participating
in an interest group, (3) expressing political values in class,
and (14 reacting to commumity sanctions. -The study is based, uponinterviews vith 803 Oregon high school teachers. The typical Oregon
high school teacher is found to be more conservative politically
than his community and to become more conservative the longer 14
'teaches. Small -tom teachers, female teachers, and teachers of
business education or genera education are the most conservative.
The political life of 'Us Oregon high school teeober is fonn4 to bemarkedly less than that of other populations with comParable
education and income.1 The few teachers who do take part in

activities are likely to be men supporting school bond issues
and seeking ingresses in their own salaries. The' author theorizes
that two factore account for the political reticence of Oregon
teachera--the job itself and the ]dad of people who are recruited

teaching. (BRIO abstract)
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LIST OF AIMOTATIONS IT DISCRIPTOR CATIMORY

References are to entry inmsburs, Cods Totter* pertaining to topic
arias are indicated in parentheses folloving the doseriptor listed.
Code letterl portaining to grade levels - pre-school, BPI; 0.
primary or slemostary, J Sind or high or high, college or
university, An - trade or tochnical education) are subbeadings
within each descriptor. In the body of the tszt, code letters appear
in the upper right hand corner or the first page of each entry.,

Attitudes of teachers toward or as a result of
--aarriculus, school prastioss, innovations (AM, 23, 52, 73* 81,

ill, 137LIPL, 3, 40 7: as 22, 64.nt 121; JBL, 7, 29, 34$ 39, 64$
0.); 10; 80, 101, 207, 124 4 CtIL, 00, 93, 99; AIL; 19, 35

-...ednostione Jesus, avaluation,raohing ant research (fed), 5, 9,
252.38s714, 76, 111, 130; NIL, 7; 1PLI 111 8; 18, 24, 49, 79, 115s
132, 11124 41116 18, 211,214465$ 77, 79, ao, 110, 115; 127, 132, 1421
am, 24, Wis 53, 72: 04, 95, 99, 140 ; AM; 35, 42, 97

--inserdop education, special training, .stwlY institutes (lin), 23,
27, 52, 63$ 75, 118; 1M, 22, 50, 62, 109,,122, 133; aL$ 29, 122, '-
133; caL, mu Any 13, 97

--lustre:410ml resources, newer educational media (dee), 120; Ms 121;
AIL* 54; AU, 43
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